
IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
ARE SUPER TRAINERS GOOD OR BAD FOR THE SPORT?
   Bill Finley has Part II of his two-part series on “Super Trainers”

dominating the game of racing. Click or tap here to go straight

to TDN America.
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Sir Michael Stoute tips his top hat after setting the outright

trainers= record at Royal Ascot | Racing Post

CECIL LEGACY STILL
SHINING AT ASCOT

By Chris McGrath

   When you race here, you run against both the quick and the

dead. That's the real point of all this tradition, all this history:

not the millinery and processions and car park picnics. Because

the horses and people that contest a place in the vivid, teeming

annals of Royal Ascot will also be measured against spectres that

never fade.

   It still hurts to think that these should now also include the

man who, until yesterday, shared the status as the most prolific

trainer in the meeting's history. For while Sir Henry Cecil vested

the last of his genius in the horse of a lifetime, he is not

embroidered in the Royal Ascot pageant merely as the stoical

wraith who saddled Frankel (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) to a second

success at the meeting in 2012. 

   In yesterday claiming the record outright with his 76th and

77th career wins here, beginning with Poet=s Word (GB) (Poet=s

Voice {GB}) in the featured G1 Prince of Wales=s S. and followed

by Expert Eye (GB) (Acclamation {GB}) in the G3 Jersey S., Sir

Michael Stoute will doubtless have thought back to the pomp of

his old rival and neighbour. 

   For the majority of Cecil's 73 winners other than Frankel were

prepared by a character who achieved the same seamlessness,

with the tapestry of Victorian Ascot, as he did between his own

nature and the gorgeous flourishes--the buttonholes and

Hermes ties and all the rest of it--that would have seemed

superficial in anyone else.

   So much for the immortal dead. Stoute also had to beat the

deadly quick, aptly enough in the form of a champion from the

first crop of Frankel himself. Cracksman (GB) appeared a

daunting obstacle in the G1 Prince of Wales's S., not least after a

treble on the opening day had reiterated the way John Gosden,

in recent years, has rather supplanted Stoute as the premier

public trainer in Newmarket.

   It reflects well on Gosden that he retained more courtesy and

eloquence in the shock of defeat than most others manage in

victory. This time his "crack" horse was all widening fissures,

plainly not on the ball from the moment the gates opened.

Cont. p2

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://tattersalls.com/
https://www.goffsuk.com/sales-results/sales/the-goodwood-sale/preview


CAMACHO
Sire of SIGNORA CABELLO 
winner of Queen Mary Stakes 
Group 2 at Royal Ascot
Congratulations to: 

Owner: Phoenix Thorougbreds & Zen Racing

Breeder: Diomed Bloodstock (Damian & Ronan Burns)

Trainer: John Quinn

THE PROVEN  
SOURCE OF SPEED  
FOR YOUR MARE

GAY or DAVID O’CALLAGHAN 
T: 353 (0)87 2565561 (Gay)
T: 353 (0)86 8366554 (David) 
www.yeomanstown.ie

http://yeomanstown.ie/site/stallions/camacho/
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COMING INTO THIS RACE, THIS WEEK,

EVERYONE WAS SAYING THAT

CRACKSMAN COULDN’T BE BEATEN.

BUT I JUST THOUGHT THAT WITH

MICHAEL IN CHARGE,

IT COULD HAPPEN.
Charlie Gordon-Watson

The late, great Sir Henry Cecil | Racing Post

Cecil Legacy Still Shining At Ascot Cont. from p1

   Cracksman had been excused a laboured success at Epsom last

month on account of the track, but now a closer look needs to

be taken at his own idiosyncrasies. Perhaps he is becoming

inattentive or idle, as Gosden speculated, but the suspicion is

growing that the horse will always prove more engaged on

softer ground. 

   Cracksman deserves plenty of credit for nonetheless pulling so

far clear of the third, but was readily outpointed by Poet's Word

(Ire) (Poet's Voice {GB}). As a flourishing 5-year-old, this was the

perfect horse to elevate Stoute as the one against whom future

generations of Ascot trainers will have to measure themselves.

   "Coming into this race, this week, everyone was saying that

Cracksman couldn't be beaten," said Charlie Gordon-Watson,

who bought Poet's Word for Saeed Suhail as a yearling. "But I

just thought that with Michael in charge, it could happen. If

there's one man training racehorses anywhere in the world, to

pull one out of the fire like that, it's him. He's got that incredible

feel for older horses. You think a horse isn't running that much

and then, bang! A bit like Ulysses (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) last year.@

   "At the time, 300,000gns was a lot of money for a Poet's

Voice,@ Gordon-Watson added. ABut to me, he's the best-looking

horse I've ever bought. And he moves so well. I bought him from

Barry and Fiona Reilly of Woodcote Stud, fantastic breeders

from whom I also bought [subsequent St Leger winner] Kingston

Hill (GB) (Mastercraftsman {Ire}). I remember him very well: in

the right yard at Tattersalls, third box on the right."

   The agent was equally certain that the underbidder, at

Tattersalls Book 2 in 2014, was none other than Gosden. Such is

the ebb and flow of a horseman's calling, even at the highest

level. But the things that set the best apart will abide, even

when fashion turns against you--as it did against Cecil himself, of

course. And then he came back here in 2011, to win the St

James's Palace S. with Frankel.

   That year, Stoute reached a nadir with just 53 British winners.

But he was back up to 111 in 2016, and last year won more

domestic prizemoney than ever before. To his resilience,

moreover, we can also add generosity. "Henry had a lot of

four-day Royal Ascots," he remarked. "So I've had an advantage

with five."

   Expert Eye (GB) (Acclamation {GB}) made a spectacular

renaissance of his own to complete Stoute's double in the G3

Jersey S. It feels wrong for such a good race to have been shifted

to the end of the card, but at least that brought things full circle on

the day: Stoute's first winner at the meeting was Etienne Gerard

(GB) (Brigadier Gerard {GB}) in the 1977 running. Cont. p3

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.gordon-watson.com/
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Cecil Legacy Still Shining At Ascot Cont.

   That's 41 years ago. All these names--Stoute, Gosden and their

late benchmark, Cecil--are associated with the kind of patience

and husbandry that gradually carves out a niche in Turf history.

   It was amusing to see the astonishment of the non-racing

press when Amer Abdulaziz of Phoenix Thoroughbreds

pronounced, after Signora Cabello (Ire) (Camacho {GB}) won the

Queen Mary, that his organisation had a four-year plan to put

itself "on the same level as Coolmore and Godolphin." Those

who have followed its emergence more closely know that

Phoenix could not have made a more purposeful start. But it's all

about the long haul.

   Phoenixes may rise. Cecil, for one, was certainly reborn from

the ashes. But if his ultimate tragedy reminds us that it's always

just dust to dust, wherever we finish in the race, then at least

Royal Ascot will keep his name immortal. Stoute, conversely, can

now be celebrated as living history--and deserves the

congratulations of us all. 

THE LAST WORD
   Sir Michael Stoute had been waiting two years to exceed the

late great Sir Henry Cecil=s record of 75 Royal Ascot winners and

the genie of Freemason Lodge chose some stage to do it as one

of the dyed-in-the-wool improving older horses he is so famed

for, Poet=s Word (Ire) (Poet=s Voice {GB}), took the featured G1

Prince of Wales=s S. on Wednesday, a AWin And You=re In@

qualifier for the GI Breeders= Cup Turf at Churchill Downs in

November. Sent off the 11-2 second favourite with all the focus

naturally on Cracksman (GB) (Frankel {GB}), the G3 Brigadier

Gerard S. winner travelled beautifully for James Doyle tracking

that 2-5 favourite, who gave out contrasting signals from the

very beginning with yet another sluggish display to match his

Epsom effort. When it came down to a fight in the straight, it

was short-lived as Saeed Suhail=s 5-year-old readily brushed him

aside passing the two-furlong pole en route to a convincing 2

1/4-length success, with eight lengths back to Hawkbill (Kitten=s

Joy) in third. AIt=s a relief, as we were stuck on it [75] last year

and we=ve been very lucky to have some good horses down the

years,@ Stoute said. AMaybe Cracksman isn=t at his very best

now, but we=ve beaten the others comprehensively and he=s a

consistent, brave and sound horse.@

   It didn=t take long for Stoute to pull further clear on the Ascot

leaderboard; he notched win number 77 at the Royal meeting

two races later with Expert Eye (GB) (Acclamation {GB}) in the

G3 Jersey S. Cont. p4

                                                               

                                                       

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://kentuckydowns.com/racing/live-racing
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/cecil-legacy-still-shining-at-ascot/
http://www.breederscup.com/races/breeders-cup-challenge
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Poet=s Word and James Doyle | racingfotos.com

G1 Prince Of Wales=s S. Cont.

   First successful in the Prince of Wales=s in 1981 with Hard

Fought (GB), four years after his first Royal Ascot success, Stoute

had only won it again once in the interim which is surprising

given his stellar record with older horses in this category. It is

established fact that he is the foremost trainer of at least the

last three decades at honing talent incrementally and building a

horse towards an ultimate goal which is always judged within its

compass. A longheld believer in the notion that in racing there is

no such thing as surprise, only disappointment, he obviously had

his keen eye trained on Poet=s Word from an early stage as

anybody would with a 300,000gns Tattersalls October graduate.

Instead of contesting the 2016 Derby, the bay was instead

placed in the 10-furlong handicap that Stoute had won with

Conduit (Ire) (Dalakhani {Ire}), but he came up short in fourth

and consequently stayed in handicap company for the rest of

that campaign.

   Finally let loose in pattern company last May, Poet=s Word was

a neck second to Deauville (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) in Chester=s 

G3 Huxley S. over this trip before taking the 12-furlong 

G3 Glorious S. on testing ground at Glorious Goodwood in

August. There were strong vibes about him prior to the G1 Irish

Champion S. at Leopardstown the following month and he lived

up to them when a half-length second to Decorated Knight (GB)

(Galileo {Ire}) in that feature, but Cracksman beat him seven

lengths in the G1 Champion S. here with no obvious excuses.

Kept on the go throughout the winter after his relatively light 4-

year-old season, he was sixth in the G1 Hong Kong Cup at Sha

Tin on Dec. 10 and second to Hawkbill in the Mar. 31 G1 Dubai

Sheema Classic at Meydan prior to becoming the 10th stable

winner of the Brigadier Gerard.

Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.fasigtipton.com
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Sir Michael Stoute celebrates 76Bsoon to be 77BRoyal Ascot winners

Racing Post

G1 Prince Of Wales=s S. Cont.

   With Cracksman never happy at any stage despite the strong

pace set by the over-keen

Eminent (Ire) (Frankel {GB}),

James Doyle enjoyed a

straightforward trip through the

race tracking the Oppenheimer

homebred at two lengths

distance throughout. Rounding

for home, Frankie was rowing

away on the market leader

whereas his adversary was still

sitting pretty and the writing

was soon on the wall. Dettori

went for his whip even before

they reached the two pole and

Doyle was quickly on him baying

for blood, but Poet=s Word had

his head lowered and running

with resolution while Cracksman

was galloping in the air. For the

winning jockey, the result was

never in doubt. AI could see even

after a furlong that Cracksman was under pressure to hold his

pitch and all the way up from Swinley Bottom to the home turn I

was travelling all over him, it was just a case of hanging on,@ he

explained. AThey went a hell of a

pace all the way and I was going

easy, but in the back of my mind

I knew this horse stays a mile

and a half so I still wanted to

press the button early enough.

Sir Michael is a master trainer

with horses like this, as he is just

very patient with them. It is nice

to ride a landmark winner for

him like this.@

   Stoute reflected on his

achievement and was quick to

praise his stable team and the

legend he finally eclipsed.

AHenry [Cecil]=s record was

formidable, because he

accumulated those numbers

when there were four days of

Royal Ascot for most of his

career and the five-day meeting

hasn=t been implemented for that long,@ he said. Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.taylormadefarm.com
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G1 Prince Of Wales=s S. Cont.

   ANobody respected him greater than I did as a trainer. We are

very glad it has happened and it is a great reflection on the staff.

Last year at Royal Ascot, we had plenty of runners and had five

beaten favourites, so I=m pleased to just win any race as we only

needed one winner! I love the game and we have great staff and

very supportive owners, so I=d like to keep going for a little while

more. Certain horses that stick out include, of course, Etienne

Gerard who was our first winner and Shareef Dancer, who was a

very expensive 1981 yearling and won the King Edward VII S. in

1983. Shareef Dancer was the first horse Sheikh Maktoum Al

Maktoum gave me.@ 

   Of the winner he added, APoet=s Word has been performing

creditably in Group 1s and I am delighted for him to win one.

We=ll take our time with him before deciding on future plans,

but he could go for the [G1] Coral-Eclipse [at Sandown on July 7]

or the [G1] King George VI & Queen Elizabeth S. [back at Ascot

on July 28]. There are a lot of options with him, as I think he is

equally effective over 10 and 12 furlongs and there are not

many that are. Anybody would love training this horse as he is

so sound and honest.@

   John Gosden offered the view that Cracksman had his mind on

other matters. AHe is a clever horse and he was welcoming all

the fillies that were walking back from the Duke of Cambridge

on the way back to the stables,@ he explained. AI think we need

to concentrate his mind, as we know the ability is there. His run

wasn=t too dissimilar to Epsom, as going up the hill there he

wasn=t really travelling even on good-to-soft ground. The other

horse had him covered from two out. To my mind, he is just

playing around a little bit. He did it at Epsom, but he didn=t do it

first time out at Longchamp. He has always been a laid-back

horse and he is beyond laid-back now, so we will get him home

and sharpen him a little bit ahead of the King George. At no

stage was he travelling or carrying Frankie.@ 

   Dettori added, AHe=s not the same animal I was riding in the

spring and not the Cracksman I know. He was very lethargic and

was never travelling at any stage. I gave him every chance and

usually when he turns for home, the turbo kicks in but today it

was very one-paced. It was not his run.@

   Charlie Appleby said he was pleased with the effort of

Hawkbill. AWilliam [Buick] felt the ground is quick enough out

there--it=s good-to-firm and lovely summer ground, but our

horse has won on good and it was fast enough for him. William

also said he felt the blinkers were the way forward and to keep

them on him--he felt he had every opportunity to lose interest

coming into the straight, but he kept on, was honest and that

gained us third place. The [G1] Juddmonte International [at York

on Aug. 22] looks like being his forte--it=s easier to get on the

lead in a race like that, rather than having to dictate it yourself

as you do overseas.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Poet=s Word=s dam Whirly Bird (GB) (Nashwan) is also

responsible for the G3 Thoroughbred S. and G3 Prestige S.

scorer Malabar (GB) (Raven=s Pass), while her first foal Whirly

Dancer (GB) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}) produced last year=s G2

Railway S. winner and G1 Goffs Vincent O=Brien National S. and

G1 Phoenix S.-placed Beckford (GB) (Bated Breath {GB}). This is

the family of the MGSW sire Inchinor (GB) (Ahonoora {GB}),

while descendants of the third dam Inchmurrin (Ire) (Lomond)

include the top-level performers Miss Keller (Ire) (Montjeu {Ire})

and Venus de Milo (Ire) (Duke of Marmalade {Ire}) and the G1 St

Leger hero Harbour Law (GB) (Lawman {Fr}). Whirly Bird=s 

2-year-old filly by Kingman (GB) named Incharge (GB) was

bought for 200,000gns by Stroud Coleman Bloodstock and

Brightwalton Stud at Tattersalls October. Click for the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.voutesales.com/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/0620poetsword.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/0620poetsword.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/poets-word-downs-cracksman-in-the-prince-of-waless/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/thoroughbred-daily-news/id747775988?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D4
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Wednesday, Royal Ascot, Britain

PRINCE OF WALES=S S.-G1, ,750,000, Ascot, 6-20, 4yo/up, 9f

212yT, 2:03.51, g/f.

1--POET=S WORD (IRE), 126, h, 5, by Poet=s Voice (GB)

1st Dam: Whirly Bird (GB) (SP-Eng), by Nashwan

2nd Dam: Inchyre (GB), by Shirley Heights (GB)

3rd Dam: Inchmurrin (Ire), by Lomond

   (300,000gns Ylg >14 TAOCT). O-Saeed Suhail; B-Woodcote Stud

   Ltd (IRE); T-Sir Michael Stoute; J-James Doyle. ,425,325.

   Lifetime Record: G1SP-Ire & UAE, 15-6-5-1, $2,695,448. *1/2

   to Malabar (GB) (Raven=s Pass), MGSW-Eng, $213,277. Werk

   Nick Rating: A. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Cracksman (GB), 126, c, 4, Frankel (GB)--Rhadegunda (GB), by

   Pivotal (GB). O-A E Oppenheimer; B-Hascombe & Valiant Studs

   (GB); T-John Gosden. ,161,250.

3--Hawkbill, 126, h, 5, Kitten=s Joy--Trensa, by Giant=s Causeway.

   ($350,000 Ylg >14 KEESEP). O-Godolphin; B-Helen K Groves

   Revocable Trust (KY); T-Charlie Appleby. ,80,700.

Margins: 2 1/4, 8, 3/4. Odds: 5.50, 0.40, 11.00.

Also Ran: Cliffs of Moher (Ire), Eminent (Ire), Royal Julius (Ire),

Desert Encounter (Ire). 

Click for the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

ROSY AGAIN
   Without a winner on day one, Ballydoyle hit back with a

vengeance early on Wednesday with Kew Gardens (Ire) (Galileo

{Ire}) in firm command of a one-two-three for the stable in the

G2 Queen=s Vase. Ninth when aggressively ridden in the 

G1 Epsom Derby on June 2, the 10-3 second favourite was held

up towards the back this time by Ryan Moore, who needed to

get his pick of the stable=s trio right after an uncharacteristically

quiet first day. Cont. p8

      Consigned by    GAINESWAY

POET’S WORD (GB)

WIN AND YOU’RE IN ™
connection earnings include:

  $ Automatic berth into #BC18 Turf
  $ $100,000 in pre-entry & entry fees
  $ Travel award up to $10,000 for domestic

starters and $40,000 for international
starters 

  

Click HERE for the full 2018
#WINANDYOUREIN rules and race schedule.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://tattersalls.com/
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Poet's%20Voice%20(GB)#tot
https://secure4.werkhorse.com/enicks/displayTDN.asp?poets_word
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Frankel%20(GB)#tot
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Kitten's%20Joy#tot
https://www.racingpost.com/results/2/ascot/2018-06-20/698674
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/3/81538/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/3/81538/
http://www.gainesway.com
http://www.gainesway.com
https://members.breederscup.com/challenge/information.aspx
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Aidan O=Brien and Kew Gardens | Racing Post

G2 Queen=s Vase Cont.
   Staying on strongly to collar the exuberant front-runner
Nelson (Ire) (Frankel {GB}) with 1 1/2 furlongs remaining, the
bay galloped to a 4 1/2-length success from Southern France
(Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), who ousted
Nelson by a neck in the dying
strides. 
   AWe=ve always thought he=d
stay this far and he loves fast
ground,@ Aidan O=Brien said.
AWe had been very happy with
him since Epsom and Donnacha,
who rode him in the Derby, said
to maybe take a bit more time
on him next time and that would
suit. It was Nelson=s first run
back for a while, while Seamus=s
horse is a big baby who will
improve a lot as the year goes
on. Kew Gardens could go back
for the [G1] Irish Derby [at The
Curragh on June 30] or have a little rest and be trained for the
[G1] St Leger [at Doncaster on Sept. 15]. In the autumn, that
would be a lovely race for him but it=s a long way off and if he
comes out of this as well as he did the Derby he can go

anywhere.@
   Hardened by a second to Nelson in the G3 Golden Fleece S., or

Champions Juvenile S., on Irish Champions Day at Leopardstown

and fourth to Saxon Warrior (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}) in the G2

Beresford S. at Naas in

September, Kew Gardens

handed Dee Ex Bee (GB) (Farhh

{GB}) a 3 1/2-length beating

upped from a mile to 10 furlongs

in Newmarket=s Listed Zetland S.

the next month.

   Lacklustre on his return when

third in the nine-furlong Listed

Feilden S. back at Newmarket on

Apr. 17, the bay lost a shoe

when chasing home Knight To

Behold (Ire) (Sea the Stars {Ire})

in the Listed Lingfield Derby Trial

over an extended 11 furlongs on

May 12 and took on that rival for

the lead in the Derby before

folding in the straight. As so often happens with Ballydoyle=s

Epsom runners who were left trailing, he managed a rapid

turnaround in his fortunes under a contrasting ride which had St

Leger or even Ascot Gold Cup written all over it. Cont. p9

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://tattersalls.com/
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G2 Queen=s Vase Cont.

   On a day when Sir Michael Stoute clinched the overall record

of Royal Ascot winners and went to 77, Aidan O=Brien was just

15 behind after this and Moore was on 49. AHe=s a lovely horse,

the trip suited him and hopefully he can go on from there,@ the

rider said. AHe was slightly disappointing at Epsom, but that can

happen as we know. We thought this trip would suit him. Aidan

told me he has a very good mind and he gets the trip fine. He

appreciates nice, level tracks so Doncaster would suit him well.@

Donnacha O'Brien said of Nelson, AHe ran really well and will be

a lovely stayer. He just wants two miles plus. His stride never

shortened at all--he just kept galloping all the way to the line.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Kew Gardens=s dam was the G1 Moyglare Stud S. winner

Chelsea Rose (Ire) (Desert King {Ire}) and a real fast-ground

performer, so it was no surprise to see her son step up on this

dry surface. She had previously produced two black-type

runners headed by the G3 Prix de Ris-Orangis winner and G1

Prix Maurice de Gheest third Thawaany (Ire) (Tamayuz {GB}),

whose distance requirements lay at the other extreme. With a

2-year-old full-brother and yearling full-sister to the winner to

follow, she hails from the family of the G2 Prix Eugene Adam

scorer and GI San Juan Capistrano Invitational H. runner-up

River Warden (Riverman) and the GIII Hoist the Flag S. scorer

Sweettuc (Spectacular Bid). Click for the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree.

Wednesday, Royal Ascot, Britain

QUEEN=S VASE-G2, ,200,000, Ascot, 6-20, 3yo, 14f 34yT,

3:00.89, g/f.

1--KEW GARDENS (IRE), 126, c, 3, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Chelsea Rose (Ire) (Hwt. 3yo Filly-Ire at

9.5-10.5f, G1SW-Ire & G1SP-Ity, $527,260), by

Desert King (Ire)

2nd Dam: Cinnamon Rose, by Trempolino

3rd Dam: Sweet Simone (Fr), by Green Dancer

   1ST GROUP WIN. O-Derrick Smith, Susan Magnier & Michael

   Tabor; B-Barronstown Stud (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien; J-Ryan

   Moore. ,113,420. Lifetime Record: GSP-Ire, 9-3-2-1, $242,657.

   *1/2 to Thawaany (Ire) (Tamayuz {GB}), GSW & G1SP-Fr,

   $262,616; and Hamlool (Ire) (Red Ransom), SP-Eng. Click for

   the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick Rating: A+++

   *Triple Plus*.

2--Southern France (Ire), 126, c, 3, Galileo (Ire)--Alta Anna (Fr),

   by Anabaa. O-Derrick Smith, Susan Magnier & Michael Tabor;

   B-Lynch-Bages & Rhinestone Bloodstock (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien.

   ,43,000.

3--Nelson (Ire), 126, c, 3, Frankel (GB)--Moonstone (GB), by

   Dalakhani (Ire). O-Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor & Derrick

   Smith; B-Orpendale, Chelston & Wynatt (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien.

   ,21,520.

Margins: 4HF, NK, 2 3/4. Odds: 3.30, 4.50, 4.50.

Also Ran: Almoghared (Ire), Yabass (Ire), Drapers Guild (GB),

Stream of Stars (GB), Sovereign Duke (Ger), King=s Proctor (Ire),

Lynwood Gold (Ire), Jeremiah (GB), Dubai Empire (Fr). Click for

the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

ALJAZZI SHINES IN CAMBRIDGE TEST
   Second at 40-1 to Qemah (Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}) in last

year=s G2 Duke of Cambridge S., Saleh Al Homaizi and Imad Al

Sagar=s Aljazzi (GB) (Shamardal) cut an altogether different dash

in Wednesday=s renewal as she surged to an emphatic 3 3/4-

length success to provide trainer Marco Botti with a first Royal

Ascot winner. Warming up with a return third in the G2

Sandown Mile on Apr. 27, the homebred bay was only 9-2 this

time and travelled strongly towards the rear under William

Buick. Delivered to swamp Tribute Act (GB) (Exceed and Excel

{Aus}) with a furlong remaining, she rushed into the clear from

there as Wilamina (Ire) (Zoffany {Ire}) stuck on for third and the

7-4 favourite Hydrangea (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) checked out in

eighth. Cont. p10
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Aljazzi runs away with the Duke of Cambridge S. | Racing Post

G2 Duke Of Cambridge S. Cont.

   AThe race worked out perfectly, as she=s a filly who warms up

into her race and this is a track that can suit closers,@ jockey

William Buick said. AAt halfway, she really came alive

underneath me and gives you a lot of confidence. She ran well

at Sandown last time on soft ground and needs this ground.@

   Marco Botti, from a gilded Italian racing dynasty, had quickly

established a healthy reputation from his Newmarket base and

the son of Alduino Botti was behind the rise of one of Frankel=s

chief rivals Excelebration (Ire). His wait for a Royal winner only

confirms how difficult it is to capture one of this meeting=s

prizes, but Aljazzi has thrived for the patience that can only reap

such rewards as these. Brought along steadily after finishing

10th when pitched into the G1 1000 Guineas at Newmarket in

May 2016, she took the Listed Dick Hern Fillies= S. that August

and Kempton=s Listed Snowdrop Fillies= S. last April before

letting the cat out of the bag in this contest. Off until winning

the G3 Atalanta S. at Sandown in September, she ran ninth in

the G1 Sun Chariot S. back at Newmarket in October and

seventh in the following month=s GII Goldikova S. at Del Mar.

Her comeback on rain-softened ground in the Sandown Mile

was far enough away from this for her to build her condition

gradually, and it was clear as soon as Buick pulled the trigger her

peak effort was too much for these rivals.

   Botti said he is looking at the July 13 G1 Falmouth S. at

Newmarket for the winner. AWe have been so close here so

many times with horses like Dandino, Excelebration and Euro

Charline and it is just nice to finally get one on the board. I am

really delighted and I have to thank the owners for keeping

Aljazzi in training. Last year, she came here as an outsider

whereas today she was a shorter price. She winds herself up a

bit before races and takes a little bit out of herself, so we tend

to space her races out. Everything went to plan.@

 

   AThere is a month until the Falmouth S. and I would think that

will fit in very well. This is why we wake up in the morning, we

all want to have winners here. It is job done and I am really

pleased for everybody.@

   Soviet Song=s relative Tribute Act fully justified the decision by

trainer James Fanshawe to supplement for this and he said, AShe

ran really well. She=s always looked good at home and last year

she wasn=t quite right. She has really thrived since she was

second in the fillies= handicap here in May and I rang [Elite

Racing=s] Tony Hill and Dan [Downie] and said, >Can we

supplement her?= They were game on and it has paid off. She=s a

beautiful filly.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Aljazzi=s owner-breeders Imad Al Sagar and Saleh Al Homaizi,

who enjoyed Derby glory with Authorized (Ire), are building a

smart breeding operation and this was their most notable

achievement to date. Their racing manager and breeding advisor

Tony Nerses bought this winner=s second dam Majestic Sakeena

(Ire) (King=s Best) at the Tattersalls December Sale 12 years ago

and she is a half to the Listed Oppenheim-Rennen scorer Shy

Lady (Fr) (Kaldoun {Fr}). 

Cont. p11
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G2 Duke Of Cambridge S. Cont.

   Her four black-type winners include the G1 St James=s Palace

S.-winning sire Zafeen (Fr) (Zafonic) and the G3 Prix du Calvados

winner Ya Hajar (GB) (Lycius), who in turn is the dam of the

Listed Patton S. winner and G3 Diamond S. runner-up Prince of

All (GB) (Iffraaj {GB}). Also from the family of the G2 Diadem S.-

winning sire Diffident (Fr) (Nureyev), Majestic Sakeena=s three

black-type performers are Aljazzi=s Listed John Musker Fillies= S.-

winninng dam Nouriya (GB) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}), and the

listed-placed Yuften (GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}) and Lady Nouf

(GB) (Teofilo {Ire}). Nouriya=s 2-year-old filly is by Australia (GB),

while she also has a yearling filly by Frankel (GB), a colt foal by

Golden Horn (GB) and is in foal to the owners= 2017 G1 Irish

Champion S. hero Decorated Knight (GB). 

   Al Sagar said, AWe now know the family well and they all

flourish with age--she has done really well from four to five. At

one point in time, we thought she might be good enough for the

1000 Guineas, but after that race we realised she wasn=t quite

ready.@ Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style

pedigree.

Wednesday, Royal Ascot, Britain

DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE S.-G2, ,188,250, Ascot, 6-20, 4yo/up, f,

8fT, 1:40.53, g/f.

1--ALJAZZI (GB), 126, m, 5, by Shamardal

1st Dam: Nouriya (GB) (MSW-Eng),

by Danehill Dancer (Ire)

2nd Dam: Majestic Sakeena (Ire), by King=s Best

3rd Dam: Shy Danceuse, by Groom Dancer

   O/B-Saleh Al Homaizi & Imad Al Sagar (GB); T-Marco Botti;

   J-William Buick. ,106,757. Lifetime Record: 14-5-1-1,

   $338,445. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

   Werk Nick Rating: A.

2--Tribute Act (GB), 126, f, 4, Exceed and Excel (Aus)--Sister Act

   (GB), by Marju (Ire). O/B-Elite Racing Club (GB); T-James

   Fanshawe. ,40,474.

3--Wilamina (Ire), 126, m, 5, Zoffany (Ire)--Tropical Lake (Ire), by

   Lomond. (i13,000 Wlg >13 GOFNOV; i50,000 Ylg >14

   GOFORB). O-The Snailwell Stud; B-John Boden & Willie Kane

   (IRE); T-Martyn Meade. ,20,256. 

Margins: 3 3/4, NK, 3/4. Odds: 4.50, 10.00, 5.50.

Also Ran: Urban Fox (GB), Tomyris (GB), Promising Run, Arabian

Hope, Hydrangea (Ire), Billesdon Bess (GB), Unforgetable Filly

(GB), Lincoln Rocks (GB). Click for the Racing Post result. Video,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
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Derby winner
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by New Approach
out of a Cape Cross mare
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Point

Blueblood
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G1 King’s Stand Stakes winner
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by Shamardal
out of a Royal Applause mare 
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Signora Cabello | racingfotos.com

THIS IS THE OLYMPICS OF FLAT

RACING, AND TO RIDE A WINNER HERE

IS A DREAM COME TRUE.
Oisin Murphy

DEJA VU
   Yorkshire-based trainer John Quinn had captured the 

G2 Coventry S. with the Al Shaqab purchase The Wow Signal

(Ire) (Starspangledbanner {Aus}) here in 2014 and pulled it off

again on Wednesday as Signora Cabello (Ire) (Camacho {GB})

justified the recent investment of Phoenix Thoroughbreds to win

the G2 Queen Mary S. for the North. Sent off at a bewildering

25-1 considering her connections and the fact that she came

here off a win in the Listed Marygate Fillies= S. over this

five-furlong trip at York on May

18, the bay was rousted along

from the break by Oisin

Murphy and raced prominently

in the centre as the 10-3

favourite and >TDN Rising Star=

Chelsea Cloisters (First

Samurai) blew the start. Driven

into a narrow lead from Shades

of Blue (Ire) (Kodiac {GB})

inside the last 100 yards, she

held off Ballydoyle=s Gossamer

Wings (Scat Daddy) in a

pulsating finale by a short

head, with the same margin

back to Shades of Blue in third.

Yorkshire-based Quinn was not among the surprised. 

   AAll she did was improve and she got hampered at halfway at

York but was still well on top at the line,@ he said. AShe has

trained lovely since and is very unassuming, but keeps pulling it

out. She is terribly tough and we

have real belief in her.@

   Introduced at Beverley on Apr.

26, Signora Cabello ran a

respectable fourth there before

winning at Bath on May 7 and

proving well up to black-type

standard with a game defeat of

two of these rivals Daphinia (GB)

(Kuroshio {Aus}) and Snazzy (Ire)

(Kodiac {GB}) in a competitive

Marygate on York=s Knavesmire.

There were a flurry of challengers to deal with here as well but

again she refused to buckle under pressure, demonstrating a

courage that can only be inherent at this fledgling stage of her

career. ASignora Cabello is very laid-back, but she does help

you,@ Quinn added. AEven today, she was very relaxed. She has a

very good mind and she has plenty of ability.@ With a quarter-

share still with her original owners Zen Racing, made up of Ross

Sankey and Chris Edwards, the winner is set to take that

partnership on a thrill ride now. 

   APhoenix Thoroughbreds enquired about the filly two weeks

ago and bought her a week ago,@ her trainer said. ARoss and

Chris are currently in Barbados watching the cricket! This is the

first horse we have bought for them and my son Sean bought

the filly for them at Newmarket as he loved the pedigree.

Signora Cabello is in everything, but we=ll see how she comes

out of this before making a definitive plan.@

   Oisin Murphy added, AThis is the Olympics of flat racing, the

most important week in British

flat racing for sure and to ride a

winner here is a dream come

true. I came agonisingly close

yesterday in these colours on

Advertise. I would just like to

thank John Quinn, Dermot

Farrington and all of the

Phoenix Thoroughbred

operation for letting me ride

their horses at the moment. It

is a dream come true. They

have a very exciting bunch of

horses.@ 

   Shades of Blue=s trainer Clive

Cox was delighted with the

third and commented, AShe=s very strong and a proper

2-year-old. I don=t think there=s any doubt she=s all speed and we

won=t be experimenting by going any further up in trip. It was a

great run and fair play to the first two--she deserved to be bang

up there. She=s been beaten two short-heads and while it is not

an excuse it would have been

nice not to have been drawn on

the wing. Last year we took

Heartache to the [G2] Prix

Robert] Papin after she won

here, but there are all sorts of

options for this filly.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Signora Cabello is another

advertisement for Camacho

after the G1 Poule d=Essai des Pouliches heroine Teppal (Fr) and

is the last known foal out of the G3 Princess Margaret S. runner-

up Journalist (Ire) (Night Shift). She has produced three other

black-type performers including the G3 Firth of Clyde S. third La

Presse (Gone West), while her half-brother Sheer Viking (Ire)

(Danehill) captured the G2 Flying Childers S. and was second in

the G3 Norfolk S. here. 

Cont. p13
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Expert Eye and James McDonald | Racing Post

G2 Queen Mary S. Cont.

   The third dam was responsible for the G1 1000 Guineas and

G1 Phoenix S. winner Las Meninas (Ire) (Glenstal) and her

descendants include the high-class sprinter Kingsgate Native

(Ire) (Mujadil), who took this meeting=s G1 Golden Jubilee S. and

the G1 Nunthorpe S. Click for the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree.

Wednesday, Royal Ascot, Britain

QUEEN MARY S.-G2, ,110,000, Ascot, 6-20, 2yo, f, 5fT, 1:00.65,

g/f.

1--SIGNORA CABELLO (IRE), 126, f, 2, by Camacho (GB)

1st Dam: Journalist (Ire) (GSP-Eng), by Night Shift

2nd Dam: Schlefalora (GB), by Mas Media (GB)

3rd Dam: Spanish Habit, by Habitat

   1ST GROUP WIN. (20,000gns Ylg >17 TAOCT). O-Phoenix

   Thoroughbred & Zen Racing; B-Diomed Bloodstock Ltd (IRE);

   T-John Quinn; J-Oisin Murphy. ,62,381. Lifetime Record:

   4-3-0-0, $128,405. *1/2 to La Presse (Gone West), GSP-Eng;

   Emirates Girl (Unbridled=s Song), SP-Fr & Ger; and Plagiarism

   (Lonhro {Aus}), SP-Eng. Werk Nick Rating: B. Click for the

   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Gossamer Wings, 126, f, 2, Scat Daddy--Lavender Baby, by

   Rubiano. ($500,000 Ylg >17 KEESEP). O-Michael Tabor, Derrick

   Smith & Susan Magnier; B-O M Patrick (KY); T-Aidan O=Brien.

   ,23,650.

3--Shades of Blue (Ire), 126, f, 2, Kodiac (GB)--Enjoyable (Ire), by

   Verglas (Ire). (105,000gns Wlg >16 TATFOA; 110,000gns RNA

   Ylg >17 TAOCT). O-Miss A Jones; B-Newtown Stud (IRE); T-Clive

   Cox. ,11,836. 

Margins: NO, NO, HF. Odds: 25.00, 25.00, 5.00.

Also Ran: So Perfect, Come On Leicester (Ire), Servalan (Ire),

Forever In Dreams (Ire), Little Kim (GB), Kurious (GB),

Shumookhi (Ire), Chelsea Cloisters, Country Rose (Ire), Kodyanna

(Ire), Red Balloons (GB), Yolo Again (Ire), Second Generation

(GB), Snazzy (Ire), Deia Glory (GB), Daphinia (GB), Luchador

(GB), Global Goddess (Ire), Haats Off (GB). Click for the Racing

Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

HIS EYE IS IN
   So soon after Sir Michael Stoute made the Royal Ascot record

his own, there was more glory in store for the Freemason Lodge

handler as Khalid Abdullah=s aptly-named Expert Eye (GB)

(Acclamation {GB}) bounced back to his brilliant best in the G3

Jersey S. 

   Only 10th in the G1 2000 Guineas at Newmarket on May 5,

last year=s impressive G2 Vintage S. scorer needed a revival and

that came in the able hands of James McDonald as he registered

a first Royal winner with all the skill that had made him hot

property before his ban. Held up towards the rear as Ryan

Moore set off fast on Uncle Mo=s half-sister Could It Be Love

(War Front), the 8-1 shot was allowed to creep his way into

contention before the quarter pole and when he reached that

marker he still had five lengths to make up on the G1 Irish 1000

Guineas runner-up. Doing so in a furlong, the homebred stayed

on strongly out on his own to score by 4 1/2 lengths from

Society Power (Ire) (Society Rock {Ire}), who edged Could It Be

Love for second by a neck. 

   AHe felt like a rocket ship there,@ McDonald said. AHe travelled

really kindly and picked up very good. I could see Ryan ahead

and I knew he was going to pick him up very quickly. Credit to

the horse and Sir Michael--he=s a true legend.@

   Expert Eye had the bookmakers running for cover after his

Goodwood virtuoso during last summer, but when he panicked

in the stalls ahead of the G1 Dewhurst S. for which he traded at

4-7 he was unable to give anything like his true running and

trailed in last. Coaxed back to action, he was second to James

Garfield (Ire) (Exceed and Excel {Aus}) in the G3 Greenham S.

over this trip at Newbury on Apr. 21 but lost his way again in the

Newmarket Classic a fortnight later, and it was a case of waiting

and seeing in this competitive contest. Allowed to find his way

through the field by McDonald, whose natural feel in the saddle

is well-documented, Expert Eye was able to conjure all his old

dynamism and finish off in the style of the class act he had

looked before the Dewhurst debacle.

   Sir Michael Stoute was full of praise for the behind-the-scenes

team behind the rebuilding of the winner=s ego. Cont. p14
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G3 Jersey S. Cont.

   AHe was such a good 2-year-old, but things went wrong and

I=m so thrilled to see him back to this sort of form,@ he said. AThis

horse has had a lot of work put into him by my head man James

Savage, who rides him out every morning and the boys have

done a great job with him in the stalls, as that was his problem

in the Dewhurst. I still hadn=t seen convincing homework like I

did last year, but it doesn=t matter now.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Expert Eye is only the second representative of Exemplify (GB)

(Dansili {GB}), a Criquette Head-Maarek trainee who won once

over a mile at Deauville. She is a half to one of that trainer=s

better runners of recent times in Special Duty (GB) (Hennessy),

who was awarded both the G1 1000 Guineas and G1 Poule

d=Essai des Pouliches on the disqualification of the winner,

having won the G1 Cheveley Park S. outright. The second dam

Quest to Peak (Distant View) is a full-sister to the dual 

GI Beldame S. and GI Ogden Phipps H. heroine Sightseek, who

was also successful in the GI Ruffian H., GI Go for Wand H. and

GI Humana Distaff H. Also a half to the GI Yellow Ribbon S. and

GI Gamely Breeders= Cup H. winner Tates Creek (Rahy), she is

out of the MSW and GSP third dam Viviana (Nureyev), who is a

half to the GII Tidal H. scorer and GI Santa Barbara H. third

Revasser (Riverman) and the GI Kentucky Oaks and 

GI Hempstead H. runner-up Hometown Queen (Pleasant

Colony), who in turn produced the GII Meadowlands Breeders=

Cup-winning sire Bowman=s Band. Viviana=s full-sister Willstar is

the dam of Etoile Montante (Miswaki), who captured the G1 Prix

de la Foret, GII Palomar Breeders= Cup H. and GIII Las Cienegas

H. for this operation. Exemplify=s 2-year-old filly by Kingman

(GB) is named Clerisy (GB), while she also has a yearling colt by

Dark Angel (Ire) and a colt foal also by Kingman. Click for the

free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

Wednesday, Royal Ascot, Britain

JERSEY S.-G3, ,90,000, Ascot, 6-20, 3yo, 7fT, 1:26.25, g/f.

1--EXPERT EYE (GB), 127, c, 3, by Acclamation (GB)

1st Dam: Exemplify (GB), by Dansili (GB)

2nd Dam: Quest to Peak, by Distant View

3rd Dam: Viviana, by Nureyev

   O-Khalid Abdullah; B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB); T-Sir Michael

   Stoute; J-James McDonald. ,51,039. Lifetime Record: 6-3-1-0,

   $240,334. Werk Nick Rating: A++. Click for the 

   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Society Power (Ire), 127, c, 3, Society Rock (Ire)--Yajala (GB),

   by Fasliyev. (i160,000 2yo >17 GBMBR). O-Sheikh Rashid

   Dalmook Al Maktoum; B-Tally-Ho Stud (IRE); T-William Haggas.

   ,19,350.

3--Could It Be Love, 124, f, 3, War Front--Playa Maya, by Arch.

   O-Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor & Mr Derrick Smith; B-Playa

   Maya Syndicate (KY); T-Aidan O=Brien. ,9,684.

Margins: 4HF, NK, 3/4. Odds: 8.00, 8.00, 5.50.

Also Ran: Symbolization (Ire), Arbalet (Ire), Walk in the Sun,

James Garfield (Ire), Headway (GB), Glorious Journey (GB),

Eirene (GB), Purser, Tabdeed (GB), Hemp Hemp Hurray, Brother

Bear (Ire), Arabian Coast (Ire), Emaraaty (GB), Lake Volta (Ire),

Merlin Magic (GB), Tangled (Ire), Another Batt (Ire), Madeline

(Ire). Click for the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

5th-Ascot, ,175,000, Hcp, 6-20, 3yo/up, 8fT, 1:39.42, g/f.

SETTLE FOR BAY (FR) (g, 4, Rio de la Plata--Dissitation {Ire}, by

Spectrum {Ire}), the sole Irish representative in this renewal of

this prestigious and highly competitive Royal Hunt Cup, had won

four times on Dundalk=s Polytrack over the winter and came

here on the back of an eye-catching fourth in a seven-furlong

handicap at Leopardstown May 13. Travelling with ease down

the outside of the group racing up the centre approaching the

two-furlong pole, the 16-1 shot rolled by Afaak (GB) (Oasis

Dream {GB}) soon after and asserted for a 2 1/4-length success

from that rival, in the process registering just the second success

for his country since 1980. Trainer David Marnane, who saddled

Dandy Boy (Ity) (Danetime {Ire}) to take the 2012 Wokingham H.

at this meeting, said, AWe knew all the way through last year

that he was this sort of class; he progressed all along. He broke

his pelvis last year, taking a step out of the stalls on his second

run as a three-year-old, so it is a remarkable recovery.

Thankfully the vets have done a great job. We knew he was a

group horse. We=ve had this race in mind for a long time and it=s

come off. When you train 20 horses and you=ve won a

Wokingham and now a Royal Hunt Cup, it=s very special.@ The

dam, who also has a yearling filly by Air Chief Marshal (Ire)

named Flight Chief (Fr), is a daughter of the MSP Park Charger

(GB) (Tirol {Ire}). That makes her a half-sister to the G3

Ballycorus S. winner Rum Charger (Ire) (Spectrum {Ire}), who in

turn produced the GI Joe Hirsch Turf Classic Invitational S., GI

Sword Dancer Invitational S., GI Secretariat S. and GI Manhattan

H. hero Winchester (Theatrical {Ire}) and the MGSW Middleburg

(Lemon Drop Kid). 

Cont. p15
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Order of St George looks to regain his Gold Cup crown | Racing Post

WAS IT A DIFFICULT DECISION TO BACK

HER UP QUICKLY AFTER EPSOM?

NO, NOT AT ALL. SHE’S COME OUT OF

THE RACE WELL.
Charlie Appleby on Wild Illusion

5th-ASC Cont.

   Dissitation is also a half to the GSP duo Pakhoes (Ire) (College

Chapel {GB}) and Park Romance (Ire) (Dr Fong), as well as to the

dam of the G1 Prix de Diane heroine Star of Seville (GB) (Duke of

Marmalade {Ire}) and G3 Sweet Solera S. scorer and G1 Fillies

Mile third English Ballet (Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}). Sales

history: i7,000 Wlg >14 ARQDEC; i35,000 Ylg >15 BBAGS.

Lifetime Record: 13-6-0-0, $197,825. Video, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O-McGettigans Management JLT/M Casey; B-SCEA Haras du Ma

& Adrien Bietola (FR); T-David Marnane.

ROYAL ASCOT THURSDAY: THE GOLD

STANDARD
   By the time we know the outcome of the dual between Order

of St George (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) and Stradivarius (Ire) (Sea the

Stars {Ire}) in the G1 Gold Cup, Royal Ascot 2018 will be more

than halfway over and a lot of the big questions would have

been answered. This is a clash to savour and a build-up to relish,

with the meeting=s ancient showpiece now firmly reinstalled as

at least its main source of racing entertainment. While it is

gratifying to witness the kings and queens of agility in the sprints

and the princes and princesses of the mile and middle-distance

bouts, there is something timeless in the spectacle of the great

stayers straining sinew in the last quarter mile of this two-and-a-

half mile trip. It is a long time since we had a genuine stand-off

between a pair of such calibre in this race and it conjures

memories of Le Moss (Ire) and Ardross (Ire) in 1980, when the

former prevailed over his younger opponent in the first of their

thrilling trio of encounters. 

   If Order of St George is to regain the crown he surrendered to

Big Orange (GB) (Duke of Marmalade {Ire}) 12 months ago, he

will have to take Stradivarius out of his comfort zone on ground

that favours Bjorn Nielsen=s challenger.

   Stradivarius breezed his way through the May 18 G2 Yokshire

Cup, a success that keeps him on track for the Stayers= Million,

which adds an extra dimension to this year=s renewal. The pair

also have to reckon with His Highness The Aga Khan=s Vazirabad

(Fr) (Manduro {Ger}), who comes to Britain for the first time on

the back of a thoroughly convincing success in the G2 Prix

Vicomtesse Vigier at ParisLongchamp on May 27.

   Aidan O=Brien is looking for a record eighth edition and said he

sees no reason to expect anything other than Order of St

George=s best on the day. AWe are as happy with him going into

the Gold Cup as we have been with him in any of the other years

he has gone there,@ he said. 

   John Gosden is a keen historian and said he sees the

significance of this particular renewal as he prepares

Stradivarius for the longest distance he has performed over. 

   AIt=s got great depth in it this year. So often the Gold Cup can

be a little bit thin on quality, but there is a lot of depth there and

it=s an exciting Gold Cup this year,@ he said. AHe=s in great nick

and he has come out of his win at York very well. It will be a

helluva test--the two and a half miles. Once he goes beyond two

miles, it is uncharted territory. We are very hopeful he will get

the trip. If he doesn=t, we know what we will do--we will go to a

Goodwood Cup and prepare for a Melbourne Cup.@

Stars Align In Riddlesdale...
   Godolphin=s Charlie Appleby stable is picking up impulsion as

the season wears on and there is no reason to expect anything

other than a G2 Ribblesdale S. success for >TDN Rising Star= Wild

Illusion (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) after sound efforts when fourth in

the G1 1000 Guineas at Newmarket May 7 and runner-up in the

June 1 G1 Epsom Oaks. Last year=s G1 Prix Marcel Boussac

winner sets a lofty standard, but it is notable that only two

winners of this in the last 10 years had been to Epsom. 

Cont. p16
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Wesley Ward=s Shang Shang Shang | Coady

Royal Ascot Thursday Cont.

   AShe=s in great order,@ Appleby said. AShe looks fantastic and

she=s training well. Was it a difficult decision to back her up

quickly after Epsom? No, not at all. She=s come out of the race

well and if she can repeat her Oaks performance she will be very

hard to beat in the Ribblesdale.@ 

   One coming up from underneath is Khalid Abdullah=s >TDN

Rising Star= Sun Maiden (GB) (Frankel {GB}), a half-sister to

Midday (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}) who won a 10-furlong Salisbury

novice contest by 12 lengths despite looking green. While the

form of that race is in no way strong, the homebred is made up

of the finest Juddmonte fabric and is in the hands of this

meeting=s winningmost trainer Sir Michael Stoute. AShe was

really impressive at Salisbury, but it was only a maiden,@

Juddmonte=s racing manager Teddy Grimthorpe said. ASir

Michael has given her more time to mature both mentally and

physically. She is coming on and, like everybody else will be

saying, she is in good form and we are hoping for a good run.

We are going to find out if her inexperience at that level will

hold her back, but if she has got enough talent she will be all

right.@

Filly A Force In The Norfolk...

   The opening G2 Norfolk S. will hinge on whether Breeze Easy=s

Apr. 26 Keeneland maiden special weight winner Shang Shang

Shang (Shanghai Bobby) can burn off the Europeans for Wesley

Ward and Joel Rosario, but this is a race Aidan O=Brien is capable

of springing a rare surprise in. Sioux Nation (Scat Daddy) and

Waterloo Bridge (Ire) (Zoffany {Ire}) were 14-1 and 12-1 winners

respectively in the last three years and his sole representative

Land Force (Ire) (No Nay Never) trades around that price after

finishing third in the Listed Marble Hill S. at The Curragh on 

May 26. 

   The line-up of zippy juveniles includes the Robert Cowell-

trained ParisLongchamp winner Pocket Dynamo (Dialed In) and

two from the first crop of Charm Spirit (Ire) in the Hannon

runner The Paddocks (Ire) and Charming Kid (GB) from the

Richard Fahey yard. Another first-season sire with

representation is Bungle Inthejungle (GB), whose Rumble

Inthejungle (Ire) races for last year=s Coventry-winning

partnership of Rebel Racing and Richard Spencer. 

   AHe won very well at Salisbury first time out and the form of

that race has worked out well, I think two winners have come

out of that race already,@ Spencer said. AHe=s taken a big step

forward from his debut and I think he=ll run a big race.@

A Hampton Hat Trick?
   Godolphin has a trio in the G3 Hampton Court S. they have

won for the past two years headed by the Listed Newmarket S.

winner Key Victory (Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}) and Charlie Appleby said

he is hoping he can rebound from a last-out eighth in the G1 Prix

du Jockey Club at Chantilly on June 3. 

   AHe is a horse who is learning on the job,@ he commented. AHe

didn=t lose anything in defeat in France and he learnt plenty on

the day. I think he will be a key player in the Hampton Court and

being back on a sounder surface will suit him.@ The race=s

unknown quantity is the promising Shadwell homebred

Wadilsafa (GB) (Frankel {GB}), who readily dispatched the

highly-regarded Herculean (GB) (Frankel {GB}) in a mile novice

race at Newmarket on May 18.

   The Britannia H. over a mile features some 3-year-olds on the

up including the course-and-distance winner Corrosive (Uncle

Mo) from the Hugo Palmer stable, while heading the weights for

the closing King George V S. is Godolphin=s Dubhe (GB) (Dubawi

{Ire}), a son of the G1 Irish Oaks heroine Great Heavens (GB)

(Galileo {Ire}) who gave the re-opposing London Gold Cup

winner Communique (Ire) (Casamento {Ire}) eight pounds and a

four-length beating in a Sandown handicap on Apr. 27. Lurking

in this is Juddmonte=s First Eleven (GB) (Frankel {GB}), a John

Gosden-trained son of the G1 Poule d=Essai des Pouliches

heroine Zenda (GB) (Zamindar) and therefore a half to Kingman

(GB) who was impressive when winning by five lengths in an 11-

furlong Newbury handicap on May 18.
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The blueblooded Land Force | Racing Post

G2 NORFOLK S.
   Each of the 10 runners in the Norfolk S. have passed through a

sales ring; the least expensive transaction was when Kinks was

bought as a foal for 4,000gns. On the higher end of the scale,

Land Force was a i350,000 yearling, and Vintage Brut was

bought by his new owners just three days ago for ,280,000.

CHARMING KID (GB) (Charm Spirit {Ire}) was sold by breeder

Biddestone Stud to Mags O=Toole for 75,000gns at the

Tattersalls December Foal Sale. Re-offered by Lynn Lodge Stud

at Goffs Orby last September, he was led out unsold at i45,000,

but seven months later found a new home for ,105,000 when

The Cool Silk Partnership and Stroud Coleman Bloodstock

scooped him up at the Goffs UK breeze-up sale. He looks to

become the first stakes winners for his first-season sire. 

B-Biddestone Stud Ltd.

GLORY FIGHTER (GB) (Kyllachy {GB}) was a 95,000gns find by

SackvilleDonald at Tattersalls October Book 2, and was plucked

from the National Stud consignment. B-Mr & Mrs P Hopper & Mr

& Mrs M Morris.

KINKS (GB) (Sixties Icon {GB}) was bred by Mike Channon and

offered through Norman Court Stud at the Tattersalls December

Foal Sale, where he was bought by Whitwell Bloodstock for

4,000gns. Re-offered by Rathasker Stud just nine weeks later at

Goffs February, he was unsold at i7,000, but fared a bit better

at the Sportsmans sale in September, where he fetched

i14,000 from Gill Richardson. He now races under the care of

Mick Channon for David Hudd, Chris Wright & Ann Black. B-Mike

Channon Bloodstock Ltd.

KONCHEK (GB) (Lethal Force {Ire}) was purchased by trainer

Clive Cox for 85,000gns from breeder Cheveley Park Stud at

Tattersalls October Book 2. He is the first stakes performer out

of the G2 Lowther S. and G3 Princess Margaret S. winner Soar

(GB) (Danzero {GB}), who was second in the G2 Queen Mary S.

at this meeting. B-Cheveley Park Stud Ltd.

LAND FORCE (IRE) (No Nay Never) was bred by Evie Stockwell

and now races in the silks of her son John Magnier. The half-

brother to dual Grade I winner Photo Call (Ire) (Galileo {Ire})

passed through the Goffs Orby ring as part of the Oaks Farm

Stables consignment, where he was signed for by

Magnier/Mayfair for i350,000, and he now races for Magnier,

Tabor and Smith. As would be expected of any Coolmore-

connected colt, Land Force comes from a seriously deep family:

his second dam is Cassandra Go (Ire) (Indian Ridge {Ire}), winner

of Royal Ascot=s King=s Stand S. when it was a Group 2, and she

has produced the triple Group 1 winner Halfway To Heaven (Ire)

(Pivotal {GB}) and her triple Group 1-winning daughter

Rhododendron (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) among many accomplished

descendants. B-Mrs Evie Stockwell.

POCKET DYNAMO (Dialed In) is a $20,000 Keeneland November

graduate, having been purchased by EA Bloodstock from the

draft of Darby Dan, which stands his sire. Hunter Valley Farm re-

offered the colt at Keeneland September, where trainer Robert

Cowell picked him up for $35,000. Pocket Dynamo has won two

of three thus far, but had no takers when led out unsold at

,170,000 at Goffs London on Monday evening. B-Jocelyn

Shutkas.

RUMBLE INTHEJUNGLE (IRE) (Bungle Inthejungle {GB}) looks to

make it back-to-back Royal Ascot wins for Rebel Racing and

Richard Spencer following Rajasinghe (Ire) (Choisir {Ire})=s

victory in last year=s G2 Coventry S. Rumble Inthejungle was

unsold at i52,000 as a Goffs November Foal, but breeder

Patrick Gleeson dispatched him to Rebel Racing and Bobby

O=Ryan for ,70,000 at Goffs UK=s Premier yearling sale last

August. B-Patrick Gleeson.

Cont. p18
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FIRST-SEASON SIRES
WITH RUNNERS 

Bungle Inthejungle has Rumble Inthejungle in the G2 Norfolk S. at

Royal Ascot on Thursday. | Rathasker Stud

Where Did They Come From Cont.

THE PADDOCKS (IRE) (Charm Spirit {Ire}) was bought by Ross

Doyle on behalf of Merriebelle and Sullivan Bloodstock for

i120,000 at Arqana=s August yearling sale from perennial

leading vendor and breeder Monceaux. B-Ecurie Des Monceaux.

VINTAGE BRUT (GB) (Dick Turpin {Ire}) was among the King

Power Racing haul signed for by SackvilleDonald at Goffs London

on Monday evening, and his pricetag was ,280,000. He was

previously raced by Lovely Bubbly Racing to win his two starts to

date. B-Mrs D O'Brien.

SHANG SHANG SHANG (Shanghai Bobby) is expected to provide

Wesley Ward with his latest Royal Ascot victory when she goes

up against the colts here. Originally a $110,000 OBS Winter

Mixed Sale purchase by Summerfield, the bay was pinhooked

for $200,000 when bought by Breeze Easy at OBS March and

was the winner of her lone start at Keeneland in April when

beating subsequent winner and stablemate Moonlight Romance

(Liaison), who goes for Saturday=s Listed Windsor Castle S. B-Kris

R Del Giudice.

Thursday, June 21, 2018:

UNITED KINGDOM

Bungle Inthejungle (GB) (Exceed And Excel {Aus}), Rathasker Stud

95 foals of racing age/11 winners/1 black-type winner

14:10-RIPON, 6f, ELJAYEFF (IRE)

i4,500 RNA Goffs February Mixed Sale 2017; i10,000

Tattersalls Ireland September Yearlings 2017; 28,572gns RNA

Tattersalls Ireland Ascot 2yo Breeze Up Sale 2018

14:30-ASCOT, 100K G2 THE NORFOLK S. (CLASS 1) (Group 2)5f,

RUMBLE INTHEJUNGLE (IRE)

i52,000 RNA Goffs November Foals Sale 2016; ,70,000 Goffs

UK Premier Yearling Sale 2017

Charm Spirit (Ire) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}), Haras de Bonneval

105 foals of racing age/4 winners/0 black-type winners

14:30-ASCOT, 100K G2 THE NORFOLK S. (CLASS 1) (Group 2)5f,

CHARMING KID (GB)

75,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2016; i45,000 RNA

Goffs Orby Yearling Sale 2017; ,105,000 Goffs UK Doncaster 2yo

Breeze-Up Sale 2018

14:30-ASCOT, 100K G2 THE NORFOLK S. (CLASS 1) (Group 2)5f,

THE PADDOCKS (IRE)

i120,000 Arqana Deauville August Yearlings 2017 (FR)

Coach House (Ire) (Oasis Dream {GB}), Bucklands Farm & Stud (GB)

76 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

14:10-RIPON, 6f, TOBEEORNOTTOBEE (GB)

9,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2016; ,18,000 Goffs UK

Premier Yearling Sale 2017

Gale Force Ten (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}), Irish National Stud

98 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

14:10-RIPON, 6f, HURRICANE SPEED (IRE)

i30,000 Goffs Sportsman's Yearling Sale 2017

18:50-LINGFIELD PARK, 6f, TWILIGHT IN PARIS (IRE)

i12,500 Goffs November Foals Sale 2016; 4,000gns RNA

Tattersalls Guineas Breeze-Up & HIT Sale 2018

Morpheus (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}), Tally-Ho Stud

107 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

14:10-RIPON, 6f, THE DEFIANT (GB)

No Nay Never (Scat Daddy), Coolmore Stud

89 foals of racing age/7 winners/1 black-type winner

14:30-ASCOT, 100K G2 THE NORFOLK S. (CLASS 1) (Group 2)5f,

LAND FORCE (IRE)

i350,000 Goffs Orby Yearling Sale 2017

IRELAND

Morpheus (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}), Tally-Ho Stud

107 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

1-LEOPARDSTOWN, 7f, JOZA (IRE)

i22,000 Goffs Orby Yearling Sale 2017

Toronado (Ire) (High Chaparral {Ire}), Haras de Bouquetot

121 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

2-LEOPARDSTOWN, 8f, RED BLOODEDCRUISER (GB)

,4,500 Goffs UK Premier Yearling Sale 2017
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Thursday, La Teste de Buch, post time: 2.20 p.m.

PRIX LA SORELLINA - TATTERSALLS-Listed, i55,000, 3yo, f, 8fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 5 Ghazawaat (Fr) Siyouni (Fr) Journiac Rouget
2 6 Manaha (Fr) Elusive City Bertras Rohaut
3 3 True Amiitie (Fr) George Vancouver Montenegro de Montzey
4 4 Moisson Precoce (GB) Lawman (Fr) Pasquier Rohaut
5 9 Rapunzel (Fr) Sakhee Benoist Urbano Grajales
6 10 Cazaline (Fr) Kentucky Dynamite Veron Delaplace
7 8 Lawanda (Ire) Lawman (Fr) Auge Ferland
8 7 Spirit of Nelson (Ire) Mount Nelson (GB) Perret Khozian
9 1 Frankel Light (Ire) Frankel (GB) Boudot Graffard
10 2 Sonjeu (Fr) Intello (Ger) Guyon Ferland
All carry 128 pounds.

Wednesday=s Results:

3rd-Maisons-Laffitte, i28,000, Cond, 6-20, 3yo, 10 1/2fT,

2:14.09, sf.

VADIYANN (FR) (c, 3, Footstepsinthesand {GB}--Vaderana {Fr},

by Monsun {Ger}), who bagged a 9 1/2-furlong firsters= heat at

Bordeaux-le-Bouscat last time May 5, broke well and raced on

the front end throughout this one. Rowed alond once into the

home straight, the 33-10 chance was ridden out inside the final

quarter mile to hold the late bid of Boissey (Fr) (Iffraaj {GB}) by a

neck. Half-brother to the unraced 2-year-old colt Vayeni (Fr)

(Dalakhani {Ire}) and a yearling filly by Makfi {GB}), he is one of

two scorers from as many runners produced by a winning half-

sister to MGSW G1 Gran Premio di Milano third Vadamar (Fr)

(Dalakhani {Ire}), GSW G1 Racing Post Trophy third The

Pentagon (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), MGSP Listed Prix Isonomy victress

Vedouma (Fr) (Dalakhani {Ire}) and G3 Prix des Chenes runner-

up Vedevani (Fr) (Dubawi {Ire}). His second dam is G1 Prix Saint-

Alary heroine Vadawina (Ire) (Unfuwain), herself kin to four

stakes performers headed by Vazira (Fr) (Sea The Stars {Ire}),

who emulated her dam=s victory in the G1 Prix Saint-Alary.

Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, i22,000. Video, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O-H H The Aga Khan; B-H H The Aga Khan=s Studs SC (FR);

T-Jean-Claude Rouget.

4th-Maisons-Laffitte, i25,000, Mdn, 6-20, unraced 3yo, 8fT,

1:40.91, sf.

RED ADDICTION (IRE) (f, 3, Dark Angel {Ire}--Espirita {Fr}

{GSW-Fr, $104,257}, by Iffraaj {GB}) raced in a handy seventh

along the stands= side fence through the early stages of this first

go. Inching into second at halfway, the 89-10 chance gained a

slender advantage approaching the final eighth and was driven

out to deny the rallying Miss Aiglonne (GB) (Dawn Approach

{Ire}) by a nose in a bobbing finish. Half-sister to the 2-year-old

filly Special Appeal (Fr) (Australia {GB}) and a yearling colt by

Siyouni (Fr), she is the first scorer from two runners out of G3

Prix des Reservoirs victress Espirita (Fr) (Iffraaj {GB}), who shares

her second dam Sistabelle (GB) (Bellypha {Ire}) with MG1SP dual

Group 2 winner Simonas (Ire) (Sternkonig {Ire}). Sales history:

i215,000 Ylg >16 ARAUG. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, i12,500.

Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

1ST-TIME STARTER. O-Suc. de Moratalla; B-Ecurie Salabi &

Philippe Druon (IRE); T-Mikel Delzangles.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:

1st-Maisons-Laffitte, i28,000, Cond, 6-20, 3yo, 5 1/2fT,

1:03.93, sf.

KEN COLT (IRE) (g, 3, Kendargent {Fr}--Velvet Revolver {Ire}

{Hwt. Older Mare-Ity at 5-7f & MGSP-Ity, $159,066}, by

Mujahid) Lifetime Record: SP-Fr, 5-2-0-1, i37,900. O-Roy

Racing Ltd, Christopher N Wright, Fabrice Chappet & Crispin de

Moubray; B-Stratford Place Stud (IRE); T-Fabrice Chappet.

*i20,000 RNA Ylg >16 ARAUG.

3rd-Dax, i18,000, Cond, 6-20, 3yo, 10 1/2fT, 2:14.50, gd.

LIGNOU (FR) (g, 3, Rajsaman (Fr)--Lady Meydan {Fr} {SW-Fr,

$103,613}, by American Post {GB}) Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-0,

i19,500. O-Gerard Augustin-Normand; B-Franklin Finance SA

(FR); T-Jean-Claude Rouget.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Speedy Picnic (Fr), f, 3, Penny=s Picnic (Ire)--As Speed (Fr), by

   Keltos (Fr). Dax, 6-20, 7fT, 1:22.60. B-Christian Presse & Pierre

   Presse (FR). *i10,000 Ylg >16 ARQNOV. **1/2 to Speed As (Fr)

   (Evasive {GB}), SP-Fr.

Wednesday=s Results:

TOTEPOOL QUEEN CHARLOTTE FILLIES= S.-Listed, ,75,000,

Chelmsford City, 6-20, 4yo/up, f/m, 7f (AWT), 1:23.63, 

st.

1--CAROLINAE (GB), 126, m, 6, Makfi (GB)--You Too (GB), by

   Monsun (Ger).

   1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. (10,000gns Ylg >13 TAOCT; 8,000gns 4yo

   >16 TAJUL). O-The Dalmunzie Devils Partnership; B-Meon

   Valley Stud (GB); T-Charlie Fellowes; J-Stephen Donohoe.

   ,42,533. Lifetime Record: 28-7-6-5, $209,880.

2--Belle Boyd (GB), 126, f, 4, Oasis Dream (GB)--Portrayal, by

   Saint Ballado. O-Godolphin. ,16,125.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Listed Queen Charlotte Fillies= S. Cont.

3--Marie of Lyon (GB), 126, f, 4, Royal Applause (GB)--Virginia

   Hall (GB), by Medicean (GB). (,77,000 Ylg '15 DNPRM).

   O-Clipper Logistics. ,8,070.

Margins: NK, 1, HF. Odds: 10.00, 4.00, 10.00.

Also Ran: Clon Coulis (Ire), Inshiraah (Fr), Yeah Baby Yeah (Ire),

Lucymai (GB), Peak Princess (Ire), Star Quality (GB), Domitilla

(GB), Summer Icon (GB), Feathery (GB), Soul Silver (Ire).

Scratched: Tirania (GB).

   Carolinae has enjoyed a busy 2018, finishing out of the money

just once in seven starts, and lined up here coming back from a

ninth in Kempton=s Apr. 7 Listed Snowdrop Fillies= S. and a third

in the May 12 Listed Kilvington Fillies= S. at Nottingham last time.

Shuffled back through the pack to race off the pace in ninth

after the early exchanges, she made headway into contention in

the straight and kept on resolutely under a late drive to secure a

career high in the dying strides.

   Carolinae is one of six winners and the leading representative

for You Too (GB) (Monsun {Ger}), herself a winning half-sister to

the stakes-placed Ypsilon King (GB) (Hawk Wing) produced by a

winning half-sister to four black-type performers headed by 

G1 Juddmonte International-winning dual highweight One So

Wonderful (GB) (Nashwan). Click for the Racing Post result.

Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

1st-Hamilton, ,8,400, Cond, 6-20, 2yo, 5f 7yT, 1:01.71, 

sf.

I BELIEVE IN YOU (GB) (c, 2, Coach House {Ire}--Mandy Layla

{Ire}, by Excellent Art {GB}), who placed in starts at Redcar on

debut May 28 and at Thirsk last time June 12, raced in a handy

third for most of this one. Nudged along passing the two pole,

the 6-4 chalk challenged approaching the final eighth and was

pushed out to assert by 2 1/4 lengths from Woodside Wonder

(GB) (Camacho {GB}), becoming the second winner for his

freshman sire (by Oasis Dream {GB}). He is the only foal out of

the winning Mandy Layla (Ire) (Excellent Art {GB}), who shares

her second dam, MG1SP G2 Prix d=Astarte victress Nashmeel

(Blushing Groom {Fr}), with GI Hollywood Derby hero Seek Again

(Speightstown), himself out of GI Yellow Ribbon S. heroine Light

Jig (Ire) (Danehill). Sales history: ,22,000 RNA Ylg >17 TASAYG.

Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-1, $9,845. Video, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O/B-Michael Nelmes-Crocker (GB); T-Iain Jardine.

2nd-Hamilton, ,8,400, Mdn, 6-20, 2yo, 6f 6yT, 1:14.90, 

sf.

BARONIAL PRIDE (GB) (c, 2, Mayson {GB}--Trust Fund Babe

{Ire}, by Captain Rio {GB}) dwelt at the break and was at the tail

of the field through the early fractions of this unveiling. Making

smooth headway from halfway, the 4-1 chance was shaken up

with 1 1/2 furlongs remaining and kept on strongly once finding

an open lane in the closing stages to prevail by an impressive

two lengths from Howzer Black (Ire) (Requinto {Ire}). The bay is

kin to a yearling filly by Garswood (GB) and their second dam

Perfect Order (Red Ransom) is a half-sister to stakes-winning GI

Mazarine Breeders= Cup S. runner-up Cool Ashlee (Mister Baileys

{GB}). Sales history: ,8,500 Ylg >17 GOUKSI; 30,000gns 2yo >18

TATHIT. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $7,158. Video, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

1ST-TIME STARTER. O-Nick Bradley Racing 20 & Partner; B-G

Pindar (GB); T-Richard Fahey.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:

3rd-Beverley, ,14,000, Cond, 6-19, 3yo/up, 5fT, 1:00.84, 

gd.

JUDICIAL (IRE) (g, 6, Iffraaj {GB}--Marlinka {GB} {SW-Fr}, by

Marju {Ire}) Lifetime Record: GSP-Eng, 25-10-2-1, $160,881.

O/B-Elite Racing Club (IRE); T-Julie Camacho. *1/2 to Marsha

(Ire) (Acclamation {GB}), Hwt. Older Horse-Eur at 5-7f, Hwt.

Older Mare-Eur at 5-7f, G1SW-Eng & Fr, GSP-Ire, $890,913.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Kilbarchan (Ger), f, 2, Jukebox Jury (Ire)--Kellemoi de Pepita

   (GB), by Hawk Wing. Chelmsford City, 6-20, 7f (AWT), 1:26.42.

   B-August Fockler (GER). *1ST-TIME STARTER. **i24,000 Ylg

   >17 BBAGS.

Stage Play (Ire), f, 2, Oasis Dream (GB)--Boastful (Ire) (SW &

   GSP-Eng, GSP-Ire, $114,138), by Clodovil (Ire). Ripon, 6-20, 5fT,

   1:00.06. B-Mrs Louise Quinn (IRE). *i160,000 Wlg >16

   GOFNOV.

The Night Porter (GB), g, 3, Sixties Icon (GB)--La Gifted (GB), by

   Fraam (GB). Beverley, 6-19, 9f 207yT, 2:06.96. B-Patrick &

   Simon Trant (GB). *i600 Ylg >16 TATIAS.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:

4th-Sligo, i20,000, Cond, 6-19, 3yo/up, 7fT, 1:30.30, yl.

SIRJACK THOMAS (IRE) (c, 3, Fast Company {Ire}--Veliyka {Ire},

by Linamix {Fr}) Lifetime Record: 8-2-2-0, $34,564. O-Qatar

Racing Ltd; B-P Morrison (IRE); T-Johnny Murtagh. *i4,000 Wlg

>15 GOFNOV; i0 RNA Ylg >16 TIRSEP.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Zoffanyia (Fr), f, 4, Zoffany (Ire)--Terramix (Ire), by Galileo (Ire).

   Sligo, 6-19, 10f 140yT, 2:22.85. B-Mme Maeve Janet Hamilton

   Al Aidarous (FR).
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EUROPEAN-BRED WINNERS

IN AUSTRALIA:

Mutarakem (GB), g, 5, Dubawi (Ire)--Shaarfa, by Dynaformer.

   Canterbury, 6-20, Hcp. (,22k/i25k), 1900mT, 2:01.90. 

   B-Shadwell Estate Company Limited. *Won by six lengths.

   **40,000gns HRA >16 TATHIT. VIDEO

TRADE AT INGLIS REMAINS STEADY
   The fourth day of the Inglis Great Southern Sale at Oaklands

Junction concluded with a solid day of trade mostly on par with

2017. From 294 broodmares offered over the past two sessions,

220--four more than 2017--were knocked down for A$4,437,400

at a 75% clearance rate, the same percentage as last year=s. The

gross was A$4,343,900 last term. The median also remained

identical to 2017 at A$6,000, with the average rising only 0.3%

to A$20,170.

   Wednesday=s session consisted entirely of broodmares and

one stallion, with eight lots making six figures. Lot 660, the

winner Darook Park (Aus) (Darci Brahma {NZ}), took top

honours, attracting a bid of A$135,000 from Boom Racing

Thoroughbreds of Queensland. Consigned by Woodside Park

Stud, which has featured prominently throughout the sale, the

5-year-old was carrying a foal by that operation=s Group 1 sire

Written Tycoon (Aus). Darook Park=s winning dam has already

produced Silk Pins (NZ) (Pins {Aus}), who was runner-up in the

G1 Diamond S, as well as the dam of MGSW and G1 Queen of the

Turf S. bridesmaid Gypsy Diamond (Aus) (Not A Single Doubt {Aus}).

   ABeing in foal to Written Tycoon [was a big attraction] and

she=s a nice page and has black-type throughout her family,@ said

Andrew Dunemann of Boom Racing Thoroughbreds, who

indicated the mare would most likely visit Spirit Of Boom (Aus)

next. AThe quality of mares he [Spirit Of Boom] has got this year

is unbelievable compared to what he has served in the first four

years.@

   Rothwell Park snapped up the next two most expensive lots,

extending to A$110,000 for Little Bita Love (Aus) (Snippetson

{Aus}) (lot 746) from Rosemont Stud and Splat (Aus) (More Than

Ready) (lot 860) for A$105,000, also from Woodside Park Stud.

The former was covered by Vancouver (Aus), while the latter is

in foal to champion first-season sire elect Zoustar (Aus). 

Cont. p22

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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https://inglis.com.au/sales/info/2018+Great+Southern+Sale/catalogue/860
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More Bubbles sold for A$100,000 during day four | Inglis

SESSION TOPPERS
INGLIS GREAT SOUTHERN SALE

Inglis Great Southern Sale Day 4 Cont.

   AIt=s been great to offer such a large catalogue,@ said Inglis

Victoria Bloodstock Manager Simon Vivian. AThere was strong

competition for the mares at the top end of the sale and we saw

some fantastic results.@

   The final day of the Inglis Great Southern Sale, which features

over 150 raceshorse, 20+ yearlings and some unbroken lots,

begins on Thursday at 10 a.m. local time.

WEDNESDAY’S TOP 3 LOTS
 LOT NAME STATUS PRICE (£)

 660 Darook Park (Aus) i/f to Written Tycoon (Aus) 135,000

(m, 7, Darci Brahma {NZ}BSilk Ending, by End Sweep)

Breeder: Cressfield (NSW)

Consignor: Woodside Park Stud

Purchaser: Boom Racing Thoroughbred Pty Ltd

 746 Little Bita Love (Aus) i/f to Vancouver (Aus) 110,000

(m, 5, Snippetson {Aus}BSky Love {Aus}, by Octagonal {NZ})

Breeder: Ramsey Pastoral Co Pty Ltd (Qld)

Consignor: Rosemont Stud

Purchaser: Rothwell Park

 860 Splat (Aus) i/f to Zoustar (Aus) 105,000

(m, 7, More Than ReadyBAfrican Rain {Aus}, by Woodman)

Breeder: Mr. DR Fleming (NSW)

Consignor: Woodside Park Stud

Purchaser: Rothwell Park

                                                               

INGLIS GREAT SOUTHERN SALE DAY 4

 CUMULATIVE B=MARES 2018 2017
 $ Catalogued 313 316
 $ Number Offered 294 287
 $ Number Sold 220 216
 $ Not Sold 74 71
 $ Clearance Rate 75% 75%
 $ High Price A$380,000 A$460,000
 $ Gross A$4,437,400 A$4,343,900
 $ Average (% change) A$20,170 (+0.3%) A$20,111
 $ Median (% change) A$6,000 A$6,000
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GROUP ENTRIES

Thursday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 4.20 p.m.

GOLD CUP-G1, £500,000, 4yo/up, 19f 210yT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 8 Max Dynamite (Fr) Great Journey (Jpn) Buick Mullins 128

2 7 Order of St George (Ire) K Galileo (Ire) Moore A O'Brien 128

3 1 Scotland (Ger) Monsun (Ger) Crowley Balding 128

4 4 Sheikhzayedroad (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Harley Simcock 128

5 9 Torcedor (Ire) Fastnet Rock (Aus) O'Donoghue Harrington 128

6 5 Vazirabad (Fr) Manduro (Ger) Soumillon de Royer-Dupre 128

7 2 Desert Skyline (Ire) Tamayuz (GB) de Sousa Elsworth 127

8 3 Mount Moriah (GB) Mount Nelson (GB) Bentley Beckett 127

9 6 Stradivarius (Ire) Sea the Stars (Ire) Dettori Gosden 127

Thursday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 3.40 p.m.

RIBBLESDALE S.-G2, £200,000, 3yo, f, 11f 211yT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 7 Wild Illusion (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Buick C Appleby 129

2 3 Athena (Ire) Camelot (GB) D O'Brien A O'Brien 126

3 2 Dancing Brave Bear K Street Cry (Ire) Atzeni Vaughan 126

4 9 Highgarden (GB) Nathaniel (Ire) Dettori Gosden 126

5 8 Lady of Shalott (GB) Camelot (GB) J Spencer Simcock 126

6 1 Magic Wand (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Moore A O'Brien 126

7 5 Perfect Clarity (GB) Nathaniel (Ire) Kirby Cox 126

8 4 Sarrocchi (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Lordan A O'Brien 126

9 6 Sizzling (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Heffernan A O'Brien 126

10 10 Sun Maiden (GB) Frankel (GB) Doyle Stoute 126

Thursday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 2.30 p.m.

NORFOLK S.-G2, £100,000, 2yo, 5fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 8 Charming Kid (GB) Charm Spirit (Ire) Hanagan Fahey 127

2 9 Glory Fighter (GB) Kyllachy (GB) Mosse Hills 127

3 5 Kinks (GB) Sixties Icon (GB) Bishop Channon 127

4 3 Konchek (GB) Lethal Force (Ire) Kirby Cox 127

5 7 Land Force (Ire) No Nay Never Moore A O'Brien 127

6 2 Pocket Dynamo K Dialed In Barzalona Cowell 127

7 1 Rumble Inthejungle (Ire) Bungle Inthejungle (GB) Queally R Spencer 127

8 6 The Paddocks (Ire) Charm Spirit (Ire) Marquand Hannon 127

9 10 Vintage Brut (GB) Dick Turpin (Ire) Allan T Easterby 127

10 4 Shang Shang Shang Shanghai Bobby Rosario W Ward 124

                                                       

http://www.keeneland.com/sales
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Thursday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 3.05 p.m.

HAMPTON COURT S.-G3, £90,000, 3yo, 9f 212yT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 15 Crossed Baton (GB) Dansili (GB) Havlin Gosden 126

2 8 Fajjaj (Ire) Dawn Approach (Ire) Gordon Palmer 126

3 11 Global Giant (GB) Shamardal Mosse E Dunlop 126

4 12 Hunting Horn (Ire) Camelot (GB) Moore A O'Brien 126

5 10 Key Victory (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Buick C Appleby 126

6 1 Main Street (GB) Street Cry (Ire) Dettori Gosden 126

7 2 Masaarr Distorted Humor Atzeni Varian 126

8 14 Mini P (Ire) New Approach (Ire) Murphy Meehan 126

9 6 National Army (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Soumillon bin Suroor 126

10 9 Nordic Lights (GB) Intello (Ger) Doyle C Appleby 126

11 5 Shakour (Ire) Declaration of War de Sousa J Ward 126

12 3 Silver Quartz (GB) Frankel (GB) J McDonald Palmer 126

13 16 Stephensons Rocket (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) J Spencer Walker 126

14 7 Vintager (GB) Mastercraftsman (Ire) Shoemark Menuisier 126

15 13 Wadilsafa (GB) Frankel (GB) Crowley Burrows 126

16 4 Zaaki (GB) Leroidesanimaux (Brz) Dobbs Stoute 126

Friday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 4.20 p.m.

CORONATION S.-G1, £538,750, 3yo, f, 7f 213yT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 4 Adorable (Ire) Kodiac (GB) de Sousa Channon 126

2 13 Aim of Artemis (Ire) Leroidesanimaux (Brz) Doyle Gosden 126

3 9 Alpha Centauri (Ire) Mastercraftsman (Ire) O'Donoghue Harrington 126

4 10 Anna Nerium (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Marquand Hannon 126

5 6 Billesdon Brook (GB) Champs Elysees (GB) Levey Hannon 126

6 3 Capla Temptress (Ire) Lope de Vega (Ire) Atzeni M Botti 126

7 1 Clemmie (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Moore A O'Brien 126

8 12 Coeur de Beaute (Fr) Dabirsim (Fr) Pasquier M Delcher Sanchez 126

9 7 Nkosikazi (GB) Cape Cross (Ire) Murphy Meehan 126

10 2 Teppal (Fr) Camacho (GB) Peslier Simcock 126

11 5 Threading (Ire) Exceed and Excel (Aus) Buick Johnston 126

12 11 Veracious (GB) Frankel (GB) Dettori Stoute 126

13 8 Whitefountainfairy (Ire) Casamento (Ire) Probert Balding 126

http://www.keeneland.com/


Friday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 3.40 p.m.

COMMONWEALTH CUP-G1, £500,000, 3yo, 6fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 14 Abel Handy (Ire) Arcano (Ire) Eaves Carroll 129

2 7 Cardsharp (GB) Lonhro (Aus) de Sousa Johnston 129

3 11 Emblazoned (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Dettori Gosden 129

4 12 Enjazaat (GB) Acclamation (GB) O'Neill Burrows 129

5 3 Eqtidaar (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Crowley Stoute 129

6 2 Equilateral (GB) Equiano (Fr) J McDonald Hills 129

7 18 Fighting Irish (Ire) Camelot (GB) Mendizabal H Dunlop 129

8 20 Fleet Review War Front Lordan A O'Brien 129

9 17 Gidu (Ire) Frankel (GB) Velazquez Pletcher 129

10 1 Hey Jonesy (Ire) Excelebration (Ire) Stott K Ryan 129

11 16 Invincible Army (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) J Doyle Tate 129

12 4 Laugh A Minute (GB) Mayson (GB) Atzeni Varian 129

12 21 Roussel (Ire) Kodiac (GB) Buick C Appleby 129

14 22 Sands of Mali (Fr) Panis Hanagan Fahey 129

15 15 Sioux Nation Scat Daddy Moore A O'Brien 129

16 13 Speak In Colours (GB) Excelebration (Ire) D O'Brien J O'Brien 129

17 10 Stone of Destiny (GB) Acclamation (GB) Murphy Balding 129

18 19 Unfortunately (Ire) Society Rock (Ire) Piccone Burke 129

19 5 Actress (Ire) Declaration of War Heffernan A O'Brien 126

20 8 Heartache (GB) Kyllachy (GB) Kirby Cox 126

21 6 Main Desire (Ire) High Chaparral (Ire) Tudhope Bell 126

22 9 Now You're Talking (Ire) Zoffany (Ire) J Spencer J O'Brien 126

Friday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 3.05 p.m.

KING EDWARD VII S.-G2, £225,000, 3yo, c/g, 11f 211yT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 5 Alternative Fact (GB) Dalakhani (Ire) J Doyle E Dunlop 126

2 6 Delano Roosevelt (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Moore A O'Brien 126

3 2 Elector (GB) Dansili (GB) J McDonald Stoute 126

4 3 Giuseppe Garibaldi (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Heffernan A O'Brien 126

5 4 Highbrow (GB) Intello (Ger) J Spencer Simcock 126

6 9 Old Persian (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Buick C Appleby 126

7 1 Raa Atoll (GB) Sea the Stars (Ire) L Dettori Gosden 126

8 7 Rostropovich (Ire) Frankel (GB) D O'Brien A O'Brien 126

9 8 Wells Farhh Go (Ire) Farhh (GB) Allan T Easterby 126

http://www.keeneland.com/


Friday, Royal Ascot, Britain, post time: 2.30 p.m.

ALBANY S.-G3, £90,000, 2yo, f, 6fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 6 Angel's Hideaway (Ire) Dark Angel (Ire) Dettori Gosden 126

2 14 Byron Bay (Fr) Showcasing (GB) Barzalona Durepaire 126

3 1 Chicas Amigas (Ire) Dragon Pulse (Ire) O'Donoghue Harrington 126

4 2 Cotubanama (GB) Heeraat (Ire) Bishop Channon 126

5 5 Fairyland (Ire) Kodiac (GB) Heffernan A O'Brien 126

6 7 Hawayel (Ire) Dandy Man (Ire) J McDonald Hills 126

7 13 Jensue (Ire) Red Jazz (Ire) Kingscote Dascombe 126

8 10 Just Wonderful Dansili (GB) Moore A O'Brien 126

9 11 La Pelosa (Ire) Dandy Man (Ire) Buick C Appleby 126

10 15 Main Edition (Ire) Zoffany (Ire) J Doyle Johnston 126

11 12 Merry Go Round (Fr) Literato (Fr) Starke Schiergen 126

12 16 Nakakande (Ire) Bungle Inthejungle (GB) Costello S Moore 126

13 9 No More Regrets (Ire) Kodiac (GB) Peslier Palussiere 126

14 17 Octave (Ire) Dawn Approach (Ire) Crowley Johnston 126

15 18 Pretty Pollyanna (GB) Oasis Dream (GB) de Sousa Bell 126

16 8 Reponse Exacte (Fr) Rajsaman (Fr) Murphy Rarick 126

17 3 Satisfying (Ire) Fast Company (Ire) Kelly R Hughes 126

18 4 Stillwater Cove K Quality Road Rosario W Ward 126

Saturday, Doomben, Queensland, Australia, post time: 3:58 p.m. (1:58 a.m EST/6:58 a.m. GMT)

TATT’S TIARA-G1, A$500,000 (US$368,687/£279,839/€318,422), 3yo/up, f/m, 1350mT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 15 Invincibella (Aus) I Am Invincible (Aus) McEvoy Waller 125

2 10 Miss Wilson (Aus) Stratum (Aus) Colgan Bary 125

3 20 Daysee Doom (Aus) Domesday (Aus) Adkins Quinton 125

4 3 Prompt Response (Aus) Beneteau (Aus) Shinn Waterhouse/Bott 125

5 17 Super Cash (Aus) Written Tycoon (Aus) Kah Noblet 125

6 9 Shillelagh (NZ) Savabeel (Aus) Walker Waller 125

7 18 Missrock (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Cahill Laing 125

8 6 French Emotion (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Colless Waller 125

9 14 Invincible Gem (Aus) I Am Invincible (Aus) Lloyd Lees 125

10 1 Savanna Amour (Aus) Love Conquers All (Aus) Melham Meagher 125

11 16 Volpe Veloce (Aus) Foxwedge (Aus) Bayliss Richardson 125

12 12 Pedrena (Aus) Mossman (Aus) Dee Price 125

13 8 Just Dreaming (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Browne Lees 125

14 2 Siren’s Fury (Aus) Myboycharlie (Ire) Harrison Coyle 125

15 4 Champagne Cuddles (Aus) Not A Single Doubt (Aus) Brown Baker 122

16 21 Moss Trip (Aus) Mossman (Aus) Avdulla P&P Snowden 122

Emergencies:

17 13 Legless Veuve (NZ) Pins (Aus) No Rider Dwyer 125

18 19 Faraway Town (Aus) Not A Single Doubt (Aus) Byrne Smith 125

19 5 Noire (Aus) Foxwedge (Aus) No Rider Waller 125

20 7 Magic Alibi (Aus) Star Witness (Aus) No Rider Ryan 125

21 11 Sylpheed (Aus) Real Saga (Aus) No Rider Edmonds 125

*All posts displayed in local time.
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Click above to watch TDN video of trainers discussing the 

Asuper trainer@ phenomenon

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
CECIL LEGACY STILL SHINING AT ASCOT
     On a day when Sir Michael Stoute took hold of the trainers’

record, the late great Sir Henry Cecil was still at the forefront

of minds at Royal Ascot. Click or tap here to go straight to

TDN Europe.

ARE SUPER TRAINERS GOOD
OR BAD FOR THE SPORT?

Part II of a two-part series, by Bill Finley

   Trainer Dan Peitz never had a particularly big stable, but he

always seemed to get the most of what he had. He won the 

GI Test S. in 1996 with Capote Belle (Capote), one of six graded

stakes she won during her career, and he won the GII Fair

Grounds Oaks in 2001 with Real Cozzy (Cozzene). He wasn=t

getting rich or on his way to the Hall of Fame, but he made a

living, paid his bills and he loved what he was doing. In 2011, he

made 130 starts, won 19 races and his stable earned $692,734.

   Peitz now has just 16 horses and won eight races in 2017 with

his stable earning $341,139. He last won a stakes race in 2015.

   AIt=s tough to make a living,@ Peitz said. AI=m small now, a small

trainer.@   

   Did Peitz lose his training skills? That=s not likely. Rather, he

became something few owners want anymore--just another

trainer. Like hundreds of others who fall somewhere in the

middle of the training ranks, he cannot compete with the ASuper

Trainers,@ the Chad Browns, Todd Pletchers, Bob Bafferts, Steve

Asmussens, Mark Casses. They get all the top owners, which

means they get all the top horses. There=s very little left over for

someone like Peitz.

   Peitz was hit particularly hard when the primary client he had

relied on for most of his career, Robert and Lawana Low, who

owned both Capote Belle and Real Cozzy, decided to make a

change. They would still give Peitz some horses, but they

wanted to get to the next level and figured the best trainer to

take them there was Pletcher. 

Cont. p3

LETTER FROM ASCOT: HEROES AND GOATS
by Dave Johnson

   When I heard the Ascot track announcer say, "Tony Curtis is

heading to the stalls," it took me a while to put two and two

together. 

   "I thought Tony Curtis was dead," the guy next to me in the

press box muttered. I was sure he was, too. But then I realized

the announcer was talking about #16 in Wednesday's G2 Royal

Hunt Cup Handicap.

   For those of you who always complain about short fields and

favorites with ever blinking low odds, consider the fact that

32 were entered for this race today, and 30 ran. They needed

three starting gates for the straight-on one-mile test.

   The favorite was 7-1. And it wasn't Tony Curtis (GB) (Rock of

Gibraltar {Ire})--he finished nineteenth at 40-1. Late money

poured in on #32 Seniority, making him the tepid public choice.

Cont. p7
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Magnum Moon | Coady photo

Are Super Trainers Good or Bad for the Sport cont. from p1

   The Lows paid $380,000 for Magnum Moon (Malibu Moon) at

the 2016 Keeneland September sale and the horse went on to

win the GII Rebel S. and the GI Arkansas Derby for Pletcher.

They had never before given a top horse to anyone but Peitz.

   Peitz is as good-natured as they come and realizes owners

have become increasingly enamored with the training stars of

the game. He watched the Rebel from Oaklawn=s Jockey Club

with the Lows and rooted them on.

   AI=ve been with them for something like 25 years, I=m still part

of their team and I pull for them,@ he said. AThey told me they

were going to spend some good money on yearlings and 2-year-

olds and wanted to get to the [GI Kentucky] Derby. They thought

Todd was the best person to get them there.@

   The trainer=s share of Magnum Moon=s wins in the two

Oaklawn stakes was $114,000. 

   As for Peitz, he said, AI=m just going month to month trying to

pay my bills.@

   He also regularly got some horses from Shadwell Farm. He is

getting fewer and fewer each year as they are focusing on

Brown and Kiaran McLaughlin.

   Can the sport afford to have the Dan Peitzes of the world go

out of business? It cannot. There have to be middle-class

trainers to fill the $12,500 claimers on a Thursday afternoon.

Pletcher just doesn=t run in those races.

   That fact is one of the reasons many are alarmed by the

growing power of the super trainers. Another criticism is that

with so few trainers handling so many horses, it=s contributing to

small fields. With the exception of stakes races, most tracks

won=t let a trainer run more than two horses in a race. A super

trainer might have five that fit the condition and three will have

to sit the race out. If those three were with other, smaller barns,

there would be three more horses in the race. Cont. p4

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/clk/421847419;208429058;n
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The 2018 Belmont Stakes featured five horses trained by Hall of

Famers, three trained by certain future Hall of Famers and two

trained by potential Hall of Famers. | Horsephotos

Are Super Trainers Good or Bad for the Sport cont. 

   AThere=s no question that super trainers are a problem,@ said

Tim Ritvo, the COO of the Stronach Group. AIn California, 20% of

the guys are winning 80% of the money. These are guys who are

successful and have worked hard all their lives, so you don=t

want to penalize them. America is all about free enterprise. But

there needs to be more of a balance and if there=s not, we=re

not going to have anyone left to run against these big guys.@

   Chuck Simon is just the type of trainer a racing secretary relies

on to fill middle and lower-level races. A former assistant to

Allen Jerkens, he started 215 horses in 2004. In 2017, he made

just 75 starts and won 10 races. He now has about 24 horses.

   AI=m not looking for any sympathy, but it=s difficult,@ he said.

AI=m not just talking about myself. We talk. Trainers talk. Nobody

wants to be known as the guy that is struggling or is broke.@

   Simon said that many trainers are filling stalls by agreeing to

train horses for free in return for a share of ownership. He says

that=s no way to make a living.

   AEmpty stalls are the enemy,@ he said. AYou can=t make money

with empty stalls. So a lot of people are willing to make deals.

But these are mainly for failed horses.@

   AThese top trainers just do a very good job,@ said Tom Bush, a

New York regular who has about 25 horses. AThey=re very

organized and success begets success. And it=s snowballed. Most

of the good horses are in just a few hands and that=s something

that makes it difficult for the rest of us to compete. I will say

this: I really enjoy it when I beat these guys.@

   In order for trainers like Bush, Peitz and Simon to survive, they

occasionally have to have a top horse come into their barn--one

that can make enough money to make up for the ones who

aren=t producing and earning. They=re just not getting them

anymore.

   There are many reasons field size and the number of races
being run in the country are down, but many racing executives
believe one factor is the super trainer. The theory is that with so
many horses in the hands of so few trainers, horses get pushed
into the background and aren=t given as many opportunities to
run as they would have if they were in smaller barns.
   AYou have to question what the owners are thinking when
they automatically go to these trainers,@ NYRA Senior Vice
President of Racing Martin Panza said in a March 16 interview in
the TDN. AWhen you=re the 10th >one other than= in that barn,
you=re not going to run more than three or four times a year.
You look at the larger trainers and that=s the case with most of
these horses. That=s stupidity on the part of the owner. There
are plenty of guys that can train and you can pick a smaller
trainer, and when I say smaller that doesn=t mean he can=t train,
it means he doesn=t have the same numbers. You give that horse
to him and that horse might run eight or nine times a year
instead of four.@
   Not all owners prefer to go the super-trainer route. Though
the Pletchers, Browns and Bafferts somehow seem to be able to
communicate on a regular basis with their owners, with a
smaller trainer, the owner is going to get much more attention
and it=s likely that the horse will get plenty of hands-on care
from the actual trainer. The super trainer who has divisions at
numerous tracks is often relying on an assistant to do the day-
to-day work. Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.racehorseownership.ie/
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AScooter@ Dickey and his relatively small-scale operation have

transformed former claimer One Go All Go into graded stakes

winner and Grade I-placed horse. | Coady photo

Are Super Trainers Good or Bad for the Sport cont. 

   Rodney Paden has owned horses for years, but only recently

started to deal with higher-class

horses. He sold his business and

had the money to buy some

expensive horses. He recently

privately purchased a horse

named Art Collection (Flat Out),

who was trained by Chad Brown.

He could have kept him with

Brown, but instead sent him to

Charles AScooter@ Dickey. At the

2017 Keeneland November Sale,

he was advised by Dickey to buy

One Go All Go (Fairbanks), who

went for $62,000. The horse has

since won the GII Elkhorn S. and

finished third in the 

GI Man o= War S.

   AI=ve always known that Scooter

knows what he=s doing,@ Paden

said. AHe=s always been capable and in the early eighties he had

some big-name horses. Scooter is very hands-on and he=s there

every morning at four. Not only with his horses--he can tell you

everything about every horse at the track. If you=re looking to

claim something, he=s always out there clocking horses. He=s

forgotten more about horse

racing that I=ll ever know and

that=s why I=m so enamored with

him. 

   AThere are a lot of good

horsemen who don=t get enough

horses to go big-time. Look at

One Go All Go. He was a

struggling 5-year-old when we

bought him for $62,000 and look

what Scooter has done with him.

He=s made us $350,000 in six

months. How can you argue with

that kind of success? It=s nothing I

did. It=s all on Scooter.@

   Dickey knows first-hand what

it=s like to lose a horse to a more

prominent trainer. He won the

2011 GII Suburban H. and the

2011 GI Jockey Club Gold Cup with Flat Out (Flatter) only to

have the horse taken away and given to Bill Mott after a

disappointing run in the 2013 GI Donn H. Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.tattersalls.com/july-overview.php
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Breeders’ Cup Sprint:
July 7, Belmont Sprint Championship - G2

Bel, 3yo & up, 7f, Closes June 23

For additional information, including the complete Win and You’re In schedule,
click here or call the Breeders’ Cup Racing Office at (859) 514-9422.

*Travel awards for ALL Championship starters (based outside KY)

Todd Pletcher | Sarah Andrew

Are Super Trainers Good or Bad for the Sport cont. 

   But the Rodney Padens of the world--an owner who will give a

stakes horse to a small barn--are becoming more and more rare.

Everyone wants results and the super trainers produce. Pletcher

and the others will tell you that they get the most horse and the

best horses because they are outperforming the competition.

   AThis is a results-oriented business,@ Pletcher said. AIt=s as

simple as that. If you=re successful, you do well, you win races,

that attracts more clients. Our program suits what the American

owners want. We emphasize 2-year-old and 3-year-old racing

and we=ve been fortune enough to be successful in some of the

Triple Crown events and a lot of the prep races leading up to

them. The one thing we=re proudest of is that we have

developed a lot of top stallions for our clients.@

   Yet, there is something to be said for how the super trainers

have changed the game, and not for the better.

   AHow much can the game take?@ asked Simon. AYou see stakes

races have short fields, and there=s five horses, and two are

trained by one guy and two are trained by another and then

there=s a third horse who is 50-1 who was hustled into the race.

There is competition for those horses but they are in the same

barns and they have no incentive to run five horses in the same

race. If the horses were spread out among other trainers, it

would make for much better racing.  That=s not compelling

racing. It=s not fun to watch.@

   One solution would be to limit their stalls, to go back to an era

when a trainer could only have 40 or so horses. That=s an

obvious restriction of free enterprise and, for the most part, no

one is for it.

   AYou can=t tell successful business people who are in this sport

either as a business or a hobby what to do,@ Brown said. AThat=s

not going to work. I deal with these people every day. You

cannot restrict their free trade. You cannot pick up horses from

one trainer and hand them to another guy.@

   Brown is sympathetic to the trainers who do not have many

horses and are struggling. 

   AI don=t want to drive anyone out of business,@ he said.

   Brown said he would be willing to pay what would amount to a

higher tax than the smaller barns pay. For instance, he said, he=d

have no problem paying a higher fee for stall rent and also

suggested that the larger trainer be put into a higher tax bracket

when it comes to workmen=s compensation costs.

   At Santa Anita, Tim Ritvo and his team have experimented

with races meant to level the playing field. They have carded

maiden special weight races restricted to homebreds and horses

that cost less than $100,000 at the sales. They have written

races for trainers who have 20 or fewer horses in their barns.

   AWe have to try to help these guys,@ said Ritvo, a former

trainer. AWhen you talk about day in and day out racing like we

have at Gulfstream with 250 some dates, the cheaper races are

actually the ones we make the most money on. The economic

engine of this game is the guy who bets and they don=t want a

five-horse field with a 1-9 shot. The smaller trainer is the

backbone of the game and the reason we can have elongated

meets. To do so, you need guys like me who came up through

the food chain winning average races. The sport simply cannot

afford to have these people go out of business.@ Cont. p7

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Sir Michael Stoute | Horsephotos

Are Super Trainers Good or Bad for the Sport cont. 

   But the sport cannot tell WinStar Farm, Mike Repole,

Juddmonte, Ahmed Zayat, Ken and Sarah Ramsey, Sol Kumin,

Gary Barber, John Oxley or Winchell Thoroughbreds that they

have to give a handful of their good horses to someone with five

horses in their stable that wins with 8% of their starters.

   There=s no easy fix. There may be no fix at all. Super trainers

are ruling the sport.

   AIs there an argument that the mom-and-pop store can

provide a little extra attention to everyone who wants to come

and buy tomatoes, or is it better to have a supermarket that can

provide all the best stuff?@ asks Pletcher. AI don=t know. I think

it=s sort of the world we live in, and as long as it=s a successful

format, you=re going to continue to see it.@

Letters From Ascot cont. from p1

   By the way, one of my favorite films is Six Bridges to Cross,

made in 1955, staring Tony Curtis. It has racetrack scenes made

in Boston, and tells the story of the Brink=s bank robbery. I could

have used that $2.5 million today at the track. I had to find a

cash machine after the sixth.

   As the final race was approaching, I was looking for a hero

or a goat. I found the hero easily. It is Sir Michael Stoute. He won

two races on the six-race card, Poet's Word (Poet=s Voice {GB})

in the G1 Prince of Wales's S. with Jimmy Doyle. He also tallied

with Expert Eye (Acclamation {GB}) in the G3 Jersey S., making

him the trainer who has won more races at Royal Ascot (77) than

any other conditioner in history! Perhaps his several training

victories for The Queen at Royal Ascot earned him that "Sir."

   Sir Michael, 73, was born in Barbados, but has a thick English

accent. His father was Chief of Police in Barbados. Michael

wanted nothing to do with police work or his homeland and

left at age 19 to become assistant trainer for Pat Rohan. He

started his Royal Ascot skein in 1977 with Ettienne Gerard taking

the Jersey.

   In the United States, Stoute has saddled four Breeders= Cup

winners, and is expected in Louisville at Churchill Downs this

November.

   Goats? There were more than one, unfortunately. Wesley

Ward had three losers. Frankie Dettori, the darling from

yesterday, finished second on Cracksman (GB) (Frankel {GB}) at

odds-on with what most pundits thought was a free square.

Ryan Moore did have one winner, but he was a heavy favorite to

win the Ritz trophy for top jockey. One winner in a week will not

do it.

   And, we are still looking for our Yankee Doodle Dandy. Maybe

tomorrow.

Editor=s note: Dave Johnson is a racecaller and sportscaster

(famous for his signature `And down the stretch they come!=)

who is attending his 24th consecutive Royal Ascot meeting this

year. He is writing a daily Ascot report for the TDN.

                                                               

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Rick Porter | Eclipse Sportswire

PORTER=S RESCUE SETS UP SHOP IN

LOUISIANA   By Bill Finley

   When owner Rick Porter established the National

Thoroughbred Welfare Organization he did not aim low. His

stated goal was to end the slaughter of Thoroughbred

racehorses. Porter, along with NTWO President Victoria Keith,

have taken their first significant step toward curbing the influx

of horses that go to slaughter by establishing a rescue program

in Louisiana at Evangeline and Delta Downs. 

   Both tracks are run by Boyd Gaming, which has agreed to

provide financial assistance to NTWO and other support in an

effort to find homes for retirees coming off its racetracks.

   Louisiana has been known as one of the worst areas in the

country when it came to Thoroughbreds going to slaughter and

the problem has been widely addressed on social media.

   Keith said that initially, the NTWO has been given stalls at

Delta and Evangeline to keep the horses, and would use layup

farms in the area. They are also looking for a farm in Kentucky

where they can keep horses. 

   AIt has been a big problem there,@ said Keith. AThey represent

the perfect storm. They are near Mexico, they have a lucrative

breeding program and two of the most notorious kill pens in the

country are right there in Louisiana. The kill buyers found that

it=s quite a good business to use Facebook to extort money from

those who can=t bear to see a Thoroughbred get slaughtered, so

they go to extremes to get their hands on the Thoroughbreds.

It=s been horrible for racing to look at, week after week,

Thoroughbreds in the hands of these people. We just

desperately wanted to stop it. This is a plan we came up that we

thought would be stronger than a band aid. It=s terrible and

these horses really needed someone=s help.@

   "Every horse that races at our tracks deserves to find a good,

loving home after it retires," said Vince Schwartz, Senior Vice

President of Operations for Boyd Gaming. "The NTWO's noble

mission is one we are proud to support. Both Delta Downs and

Evangeline Downs want to see this inhumane practice

eliminated from racing, but we can't do it alone. We encourage

our community partners and race fans to join us in supporting

racehorse protection and welfare through the good work of the

NTWO."

   Keith said that the NTWO will have a full-time employee

working the backstretches and training centers at the two

Louisiana tracks. Their mission will be to let people know that

there is an alternative to slaughter and that her group will take

their horse and find it a home.

   AThere are two rescue groups down there that I know of but

they just didn=t have the resources they needed,@ Keith said.

AClearly there weren=t enough resources down there because

weekly we were seeing these horses picked up. I went down

there and talked to some owners and they said we=d be

welcome with open arms because this is something they

needed, that they had horses that needed to be retired and they

had nowhere to go with them.@

   Keith said her organization will adopt any horse, but it hopes

to find as many as possible that can be retrained and used as

pleasure horses. 

   AOur employee will go around from trainer to trainer,@ she

said. AThe agent should be able to befriend and know everyone

on the backside. Once you become familiar with the horses you

might ask a trainer if now is a good time to retire that horse,

that he can be turned over pretty easily to the sport horse folks.

We have a lot of connections with the sport horse trainers and

owners.@

   Keith applauded the groups around the country doing similar

work, like CARMA in California and the Turning For Home

program at Parx, but said the effort to keep Thoroughbreds

from going to slaughter still needs all the help it can get.

   ABecause of the presence of social media, not only is it not

hidden it=s blatantly in your face,@ she said. AFrom a moral

aspect you feel terrible for these horses and you want to help

them. It is also important from a PR aspect because racing is

taking a PR beating over this. I personally believe we need to

correct this and if we don=t I don=t know how we can defend

ourselves. You have to put out an active program showing you

are doing something. The TAA is a good program, and there are

a lot of other good programs, but we think we have to do even

more to show how much we are willing to do to try to stop this

from happening so people won=t so easily blame the industry.@

   Keith said that after the programs at Delta and Evangeline are

established she will work to create similar programs at the

state=s two other racetracks. Louisiana Downs and the Fair

Grounds.
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REMEMBRANCES

Olin Gentry | Fasig-Tipton photo

OLIN GENTRY

   Accomplished horseman Olin B. Gentry passed away at the age
of 51 Saturday and left behind many friends within the
Thoroughbred industry. A fourth-generation horseman, AOlee@
Gentry was known for his engaging personality and passion for
horse sales. A number of remembrances from Gentry=s friends,
family and colleagues were shared with the TDN in the days
following his passing.

Olin would always refer to me as the "luckiest girl alive." As a
joke of course. He thought I had a lot to deal with holding his
hand. I really was the luckiest. I will miss his hands and the
power to calm and hold me close. The love and respect he
showed to me was unbound. His cuddles and hugs were like
grandma's lap. He was true blue. My love, my heart, my person.
There is not enough space to write all the ways Olin was the love
and delight of my life. I am the luckiest girl alive to have held him
so closely. --Athena Gentry

Olee, It=s been a wildly successful partnership all these many
years, but more importantly an amazing and enduring
friendship. Thank you!!! I already miss you. There will be a smile
on my heart every time I think of you. Good mood, one with each
other.  --Tom Van Meter

Olin was a great friend, great horseman, and heart human
being. I will miss him sorely as a friend and partner. 
--Spider Duignan

Olee was a dear friend, a partner, my confidant, my biggest
cheerleader and supporter, my buddy, my personal comedian
and most of all my Atrue friend.@ His dry wit and great stories
kept long days at the sales fun and entertaining. I love Olin
Gentry like a brother--I had his back and he had mine.  I will
never forget all that he taught me about the Thoroughbred
business and how to be a friend. Thanks for being a Astar@ in my
life, Olin Gentry. Cheers my sweet friend. --Renee Dailey

For 42 years, Olin has been been in my corner--loving,
supporting, and overrating me every moment. He made me
better than I was, and I have no idea how to navigate this world
without him. --Marty Charters

A lot will be said this week about Olin, the horseman, and his
many accomplishments. I have found great peace in reflecting
on Olin, the humanitarian. Olin cared very much about people.
He was equally comfortable conversing with a groom as much as
a prince. Olin was kind and generous to all people, but especially
horsemen. Many found him to be generous in their time of need.
Olin had agreed to become an organ donor, and though he is
now gone, his final unselfish gift was to extend the lives of others
through his organ donations. This typified who Olin was. 
--James Keogh 

Olin was one for the ages. We shared a birthday and had an
annual competition on who would be first to wish the other
happy birthday. He inevitably would text me at 12:01 am to
win! Olin had a unique insight into human nature and made me
laugh about his observations on people and life like few others
can. He is gone way too soon. --Dan Pride

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.equineline.com/mareproducerecordsonline/?ASCID=666080
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Remembrances cont.

I could listen to Olin Gentry for hours. He was a skilled story

teller, a character who never lost his sense of humor even on the

darkest days, and while verbalizing the most complex deal, he

would shift gears and dead pan the most embarrassing of

human experiences. This was always followed by, "the grin." 

He enjoyed imitating those he admired and I will never forget

him explaining a wee bit of sculduggery in his Irish accent. He

was confident and gentle and once critiqued me in classic street

language intermingled with Ivy League grammar. He had a

computer for a mind and was most proficient with numbers,

providing multi-digit sums faster than my calculator. Olin loved

his family and friends and told me many times that AO2" was his

greatest joy in life. He also loved the Big Blue, but horse trade

was his passion. I am extremely grateful to have known Olin and

I worry that I may never laugh as hard, or appreciate a juicy tale,

again. --Tony Cecil

Olin grew up under horsemen. He absorbed more knowledge of

the horse business then some people may know. He was

compassionate to his animals and friends. The horse community

has lost another good one way too soon. --Chuck Kidder

When you spoke to Olin, what seemed like a five-minute

conversation would be an hour-long talk about life and horses.

What hurts the most is the potential of the future--the passion

and the incredible gifts of spirit and joy he possessed. I can still

hear his unique voice in my mind, and I think that the best way

to sum up what Olin meant to me is to say that my life was

better because he was in it. BCarrie Brogden

I am absolutely devastated at the passing of my Great Friend

Olin Gentry. Olin was a great horseman, but he was also the best

Deal Maker I have ever been associated with. Simply put: Genius.

He was one of a kind and left us way to early. It was my privilege

and honor to have know Olin for the last 25 years. 

--Omar Trevino

Olin was a true friend and great partner who will be greatly

missed. He was the epitome of a Kentucky gentleman and was

such a great horseman. The lineage carried through from his

father and grandfather inheriting the ability to market the

highest quality thoroughbreds. It always amazed me the innate

ability he had to judge the current conditions of the TB market. 

He was so knowledgeable of pedigrees and had a great eye for a

horse. Business aside and most importantly, Olin was such a

gentle and kind soul. --Scott Dilworth

We had our differences and when Olin wasn=t invited to my small

wedding, he called me on the morning of the ceremony with a

smile in his voice, and we talked for two hours. Olin loved to

quote lines from movies to drive a point home and then howl

with laughter. He was a good friend who would do anything for

those he loved. --Tom Clark

   Olin and I met as students at UK in 1985. This Wisconsinite was

exposed to the Thoroughbred industry through Olin=s

associations and education with his late father Tom Gentry, the

late great Charlie Whittington, Payton Stud and the late John R.

Gaines. We were roommates, friends, confidants and business

partners for 34 years. Some 1200+ horses later, I thank this

incredible horseman for taking me on a wonderful ride in a

wonderful industry. I will miss you dearly my friend. --Michael

Schmeling

   Six years ago, I met Olin Gentry when he interviewed me for a

position at Gaines-Gentry Thoroughbreds and I was hired. I knew

nothing about the horse industry at all other than going to

Keeneland during the spring and fall meets. I learned so much

from him. The Thoroughbred industry was in his blood and you

could tell that he loved doing what he did. A few years later,

after leaving Gaines-Gentry Thoroughbreds, he became a client

of mine and I got to know him on a friendship level as well. My

memory of him will be a man that loved horses and loved his

friends. He had a very kind heart and I will miss him terribly. My

thoughts and prayer are with his family and those whose lives he

touched. --Jeanette Patrick

YAVAPAI DOWNS TO REOPEN AS ARIZONA DOWNS
   The former Yavapai Downs in Prescott Valley, AZ, will reopen

in July for simulcasting and in 2019 for live racing under their

new name, Arizona Downs, which is the name of a track in

Phoenix, AZ, that closed in 1985. The meet will run from

Memorial Day to Labor Day.

   Yavapai Downs last ran in 2010. The facility was bought for

$3.22 million out of bankruptcy court in January by J&J Equine

Enterprises LLC, an entity formed by brothers and

Phoenix-based JACOR Partners principals Tom, Dave and Mike

Auther and their partner Joe Jackson, along with longtime racing

executive Corey Johnsen. Cont. p11

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.neonuw.com/
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Yavapai Downs cont.

   AFirst of all, we would like to thank the Herbeveaux family for

allowing us to use the name,@ said Johnsen, referencing the

owners and operators of the original Arizona Downs. AWe want

to be known as Arizona=s racetrack that benefits horsemen

throughout the state. We want a year-round circuit returning to

Arizona with the resumption of summer racing, so horses and all

the jobs they create stay in the state. A stronger circuit helps

everyone in the industry: the breeders, horse owners, trainers,

jockeys and all the related professions it takes to get a horse to

the races.@

NTRA & UK OFFER RACECOURSE MANAGER

CERTIFICATE
   The NTRA Safety & Integrity Alliance and the University of

Kentucky Ag Equine Programs launched a joint initiative offering

a Racecourse Manager Certification from the University of

Kentucky beginning this fall. The curriculum will be designed for

those already engaged in careers with racing surface

maintenance crews with an eye toward stepping into leadership

roles.

   AHorse racing has an ongoing need to not only develop the

next generation of fans, but also the next-generation workforce

to support the sport,@ said Mick Peterson, director of the UK Ag

Equine Programs and executive director of the Racing Surfaces

Testing Laboratory. ARacecourse manager certification will help

train a new generation of professionals to support safety and

consistency of racing surfaces.@

   The Racecourse Manager Certificate curriculum will include six

modules: Basic Equipment and Track Geometry; Grader

Operation, Measurement of Grades and Turning Biomechanics;

Water Truck Operation and Moisture Measurement; Material

Composition Testing and Interpretation; Turf Racing Surfaces;

and Communication and Leadership. Completion of three

modules and a practical exam will be required for initial

certification, while completion of the remaining three modules

within two years will be necessary to maintain certification.

   For more information, contact the University of Kentucky Ag

Equine Programs office at (859) 257-2226 or equine@uky.edu.

CARMA HOSTS HOEDOWN FOR HORSES

FUNDRAISER
   California Retirement Management Account will host its 11th

annual CARMAcares fundraiser Sunday, July 22 at 6:30p.m. PST

at Del Mar Racetrack. Guests will enjoy a barbeque buffet, live

music, a jockey bull riding competition, line and square dancing

and a photo booth.

    "It's going to be an incredibly fun night for a great cause that

we all, the racing community, needs to support," said Billy Koch

CARMA board member and managing partner of syndicate Little

Red Feather Racing. "There is going to be showdown at the

hoedown for the jockeys and I can't wait to watch it."

   Individual tickets are $125 and sets of 10 can be bundled for

$1,000. Sponsorships and underwriting opportunities ranging

from $2,500 to $10,000 are still available. To purchase tickets or

become a sponsor, click here.
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Saturday, Thistledown, post time: 5:10 p.m. EDT
OHIO DERBY-GIII, $500,000, 3yo, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT
1 Takedown K Take Charge Indy Loooch Racing Stables, Inc. Gaudet Colon 120
2 Flameaway K Scat Daddy John C. Oxley Casse Lezcano 122
3 Lone Sailor K Majestic Warrior G M B Racing Amoss Ortiz, Jr. 120
4 Caloric Stay Thirsty Michelle Winters Londono, Jr. Mejias 120
5 Title Ready More Than Ready Charles E. Fipke Asmussen McMahon 120
6 Trigger Warning K Candy Ride (Arg) Brinley Enterprises LLC Rone Rosendo 120
7 Diamond King K Quality Road Cash is King LLC, D. J. Stable LLC and LC Racing LLC Servis Pennington 122
8 Machismo K More Than Ready Loooch Racing Stables, Inc., Ashley Quartarolo & Quartarolo Radke 120

 Raquel & Cristina Ritchie
9 O'Kratos Paddy O'Prado Terdik Farms ltd., Sharon Bonder & Walter Banach Banach Hill 120
10 Core Beliefs Quality Road Gary Broad Eurton Talamo 120
11 Dream Baby Dream K Into Mischief Dream Baby Dream Racing Stable Asmussen Feliciano 120
12 Last Drop of Wine Sing Baby Sing Raquel Ritchie Rini Houghton 120

Breeders: 1-E. H. Beau Lane III, 2-Phoenix Rising Farms, 3-Alexander - Groves - Matz, LLC., 4-SJT Racing Stable LLC, 5-Charles Fipke, 6-WinStar Farm,
LLC, 7-JSM Equine, LLC., 8-Pin Oak Stud, LLC, 9-Dr. H Steve Conboy, 10-Thomas J. Young, 11-Pegasus Stud LLC, 12-Tom Durant
Saturday, Woodbine, post time: 4:57 p.m. EDT
SINGSPIEL S.-GIII, C$125,000, 3yo/up, 1 1/2mT
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT
1 Camelot Kitten Kitten's Joy Kenneth & Sarah Ramsey Maker Husbands 118
2 Shahroze (Ire) Holy Roman Emperor (Ire) Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners & Head of Plains Partners Motion Garcia 118
3 Seeking Albert K Einstein (Brz) Zilli Racing Stables De Paulo Moran 118
4 English Illusion English Channel Sangreal Investments LLC Vella Callaghan 118
5 Final Copy Malibu Moon Chiefswood Stable Attfield Bahen 120
6 Danish Dynaformer Dynaformer Charles E. Fipke Attfield Hernandez 118
7 Johnny Bear English Channel Colebrook Farms and Bear Stables, Ltd. Brnjas Contreras 122
8 Pumpkin Rumble English Channel Ulwelling, Al and Bill Attard Da Silva 118
Breeders: 1-Kenneth L. Ramsey & Sarah K. Ramsey, 2-His Highness the Aga Khan's Studs S.C., 3-Adena Springs, 4-Douglas J. Reddington, 5-Chiefswood
Stables Limited, 6-Charles Fipke, 7-Tall Oaks Farm, 8-Smart Angle

Saturday, Arlington, post time: 6:11 p.m. EDT
CHICAGO H.-GIII, $100,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 7f
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT
1 Marquee Miss Cowboy Cal Rags Racing Stable LLC Mason Emigh 116
2 Union Strike K Union Rags Ruis Racing LLC Ruis Nakatani 120
3 Oh So Terrible Cape Blanco (Ire) Carol Hammersmith Ross Perez 113
4 Kyllachy Queen (Ire) Kyllachy (GB) Castleton Lyons Colebrook Berrios 115
5 Princess La Quinta K Quality Road Moorhouse, Al and Gulick, James Gulick Doyle 117
6 Mines and Magic Mineshaft G. Watts Humphrey, Jr. Oliver Campbell 118
7 Hotshot Anna K Trappe Shot Hugh H. Robertson Robertson Hernandez 116
8 Full of Zip City Zip Pin Oak Stud Stidham Murrill 113
9 Babybluesbdancing Sky Mesa Lizabeth Gore Gore Felix 116
10 Natural Wonder Summer Bird Copper Cap Farm Schu Cannon 117
11 One Liz Kitalpha Cochonour, Joe and Cochonour, Don Catalano Valdivia, Jr. 118
12 Starlight Express K Flower Alley Candie A. Baker Baker Gazader 113
13 Miss Nancy K Arch Fred M. Allor Wilkes Lopez 116
Breeders: 1-David Jacobs, 2-Pollock Farms, Brian Kahn, TaylorBrothers Property, et al., 3-Carol Hammersmith, 4-Sc. Blueberry S R L, 5-John Mulholland,
Martha Jane Mulholland& Pegasus Stud, LLC, 6-G. Watts Humphrey Jr., Susie Keller,Vicki Oliver & G. Watts Humphrey III, 7-Paul Tackett, 8-Pin Oak Stud,
LLC, 9-RNB Racing LLC, 10-Copper Cap Farm Inc., 11-Triple C Thorobred & Dick Lossen, 12-New Dawn Stable, 13-Frederick M Allor



SIRE LISTS  Sponsored by

FOR ALL TDN SIRE LISTSBINCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CROP-YEAR REPORTS--VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/ 

2018 Leading Turf Sires by Earnings
for stallions standing in North America through Tuesday, June 19

Earnings represent worldwide figures, stud fees listed are 2018 fees.

Rank Stallion BTW BTH GSW GSH G1SW G1SH Starters Wnrs Highest Earner   Earnings

1 Kitten's Joy   6  14   5  10    1    3      221   56 $3,765,021  $7,711,291

(2001) by El Prado (Ire)   Stands: Hill 'n' Dale Farm KY  Fee: $60,000 Hawkbill

2 More Than Ready   6  11   3   5    --    1      125   34 $763,657  $2,902,065

(1997) by Southern Halo   Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $60,000 Eagle Way (AUS)

3 Scat Daddy   7  19   3   9    --    --      173   47 $510,765  $2,837,147

(2004) by Johannesburg   Stands: Ashford Stud USA (Dead/Ret/Exp) Mr Melody

4 War Front   6  13   2  11    1    4      105   24 $256,830  $2,134,675

(2002) by Danzig  Stands: Claiborne Farm KY  Fee: $250,000 Lancaster Bomber

5 English Channel   4   9   1   7    1    2      118   38 $442,420  $2,099,530

(2002) by Smart Strike  Stands: Calumet Farm KY  Fee: $25,000 Heart to Heart

6 Artie Schiller   3   7   2   4    1    1       88   28 $359,700  $1,792,098

(2001) by El Prado (Ire)  Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $10,000 Hawkish

7 Blame   5   8   3   5    --    --       69   21 $293,820  $1,759,038

(2006) by Arch  Stands: Claiborne Farm KY  Fee: $12,500 Maraud

8 Giant's Causeway   1   4   1   2    --    --      105   30 $457,949  $1,738,416

(1997) by Storm Cat  Stands: Ashford Stud KY  Fee: $75,000 Chief Whip

9 Medaglia d'Oro   3  11   --   3    --    1       99   20 $230,924  $1,675,275

(1999) by El Prado (Ire)   Stands: Jonabell Farm KY  Fee: $250,000 Medal Kun (AUS)

10 Quality Road   3   5   2   3    1    1       60   23 $565,000  $1,582,171

(2006) by Elusive Quality  Stands: Lane's End Farm KY  Fee: $70,000 Spring Quality

11 Hard Spun   1   3   1   2    --    --       85   22 $435,000  $1,552,124

(2004) by Danzig  Stands: Jonabell Farm KY  Fee: $40,000 Promising Run

12 Mizzen Mast   3   5   --   2    --    --       89   22 $219,359  $1,489,642

(1998) by Cozzene  Stands: Juddmonte Farms KY  Fee: $10,000 Sailing Club

13 Stormy Atlantic   2   6   2   6    --    3       64   14 $304,800  $1,439,782

(1994) by Storm Cat  Stands: Hill 'N' Dale Farms KY  Fee: $15,000 Conquest Tsunami

14 Street Cry (Ire)   --   5   --   4    --    --       87   24 $275,288  $1,432,534

(1998) by Machiavellian  Stands: Darley USA (Dead/Ret/Exp) Leshlaa

15 Tapit   2   4   1   3    --    1       95   18 $318,000  $1,385,908

(2001) by Pulpit  Stands: Gainesway Farm KY  Fee: $300,000 Synchrony

http://WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/
https://www.darleyamerica.com/?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=Banner&utm_content=Branding&utm_campaign=Stallions


IN ORDER OF PURSE:

CHRISTIANA S., $50,375, Delaware, 6-20, 3yo, f, 1 1/16mT,

1:42.39, fm.

1--PEACH OF A GAL, 117, f, 3, Curlin--Richetta (MSW,

   $295,848), by Polish Numbers. 

   1ST BLACK TYPE WIN. O/B-Glenangus Farm LLC (MD); T-H.

   Graham Motion; J-Jorge A. Vargas, Jr. $30,000. Lifetime

   Record: 8-3-1-1, $75,750. *1/2 to Concealed Identity (Smarty

   Jones), MSW & GSP, $461,140.

2--Frippery, 117, f, 3, City Zip--Flagrant, by Rahy. O/B-Catherine

   M. Wills (KY); T-Arnaud Delacour. $10,000. 

3--Layla Noor, 117, f, 3, Midnight Lute--Senada, by Pulpit.

   O/B-Lael Stables (KY); T-Arnaud Delacour. $5,500. 

Margins: 1, HF, 3 3/4. Odds: 16.00, 23.20, 4.20.

Also Ran: Tesora, Souper Striking, Daisy, Miraculously, Mihrab.

Scratched: Judge Lee, Lisa Limon, Shape Shifter, Closing

Statement, Draconic Treasure.

   Peach of a Gal, a dominant third-out graduate at Tampa in

December, was second against males in an optional claimer

there Jan. 17 before running eighth in the GIII Florida Oaks 

Mar. 10. Back on track in a restricted allowance May 5 at Laurel,

she was last seen finishing third in the boggy-turf Hilltop S. 13

days later at Pimlico.

   Dismissed at the windows in this spot, the homebred broke

alertly before settling in fourth as second choice Souper Striking

(Brilliant Speed) tore off through fractions of :22.54 and :46.39.

Advancing three deep at the top of the lane, the dark bay

overhauled fellow longshot Frippery, who took over on the turn,

just inside the sixteenth pole and edged clear late to score.

Souper Striking faded to finish fifth, a nose behind previously

undefeated ‘TDN Rising Star’ Tesora (Scat Daddy), who came up

empty in the lane at 6-5. The winner has a juvenile half-brother

by Broken Vow named Dynastic, a yearling Imagining half-sister

and a half-sister of this term by Smarty Jones. Click for the

Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

9th-Belmont, $62,000, (S), Msw, 6-20, 3yo/up, 1mT, 1:34.99,

fm.

MORE THAN A SAINT (c, 3, More Than Ready--St Francis Wood

{SP-Eng}, by Irish River {Fr}) finished a well-beaten fifth

sprinting on the Aqueduct turf in his career bow last November

and improved to be runner-up stretching out over the Fair

Grounds lawn Feb. 17. Tugging his way up to duel through a

:23.09 quarter, the $190,000 Fasig-Tipton Saratoga pickup

started to edge away past a :46.16 half and drew clear by the

three-sixteenths pole before digging in to hold off longshot Bad

Guy (Power Broker) by a neck. The winner is a half to Saratoga

Dreamer (Elusive Quality), SW, $241,157. He has a full-sister

named Corey Scores and his dam foaled a filly by Dansili (GB)

this season. Click for VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Niall J. Brennan, Michael J. Ryan & Mike Anderson Racing; B-

Aynsford Holdings LLC (NY); T-Brad H. Cox.

2nd-Delaware, $35,060, Msw, 6-20, 2yo, f, 5f, :59.74, ft.

CREEDIBILITY (f, 2, Jimmy Creed--Gold Dust Lady, by Chapel

Royal) tipped her hand for this debut with a pair of local bullet

works from the gate, including a five-furlong spin in 1:02 flat

(1/9) June 14, and was backed into narrow 7-5 favoritism. Off a

half-step slowly from her outside draw, the $40,000 OBS March

graduate tracked the pace from third past a :22.64 quarter,

advanced three deep approaching the lane and outkicked

ground-saving second choice Malocchio (Orb) in the final furlong

to prevail by three-quarters of a length. The winner is the first

foal out of a dam who produced a colt by Violence this season.

Sales History: $25,000 Ylg '17 KEESEP. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0,

$20,400. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored

by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Second Chance Stable LLC; B-Gugru LLC (KY); T-Anthony

Pecoraro.FIND US ON FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/thoroughbreddailynews

nbs SUCCESS
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2nd-Presque Isle Downs, $26,930, Msw, 6-20, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f

(AWT), 1:10.27, ft.

WATCH HER STRUT (f, 3, Stroll--Countess Scala, by Fusaichi

Pegasus) finished a close second debuting over track and trip

May 29 and was made the 4-5 chalk to go one better here.

Stalking from third through splits of :22.67 and :45.68, the dark

bay sidled up to the leaders soon after straightening for home

and swept to the fore at the furlong grounds en route to a

5 1/2-length graduation. Here Comes Ava (Monarchos)

completed the exacta. Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0, $21,600. Click

for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O-S. Matthew Kintz Racing and Sales, Inc; B-Steve M DeMaiolo

(OH); T-S. Matthew Kintz.

FIRST-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: THURSDAY, JUNE 21

Can the Man (Into Mischief), Spendthrift Farm, $5,000

67 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

5-Belterra, Msw 5f, THIS MAN CAN, 12-1

$6,000 FTK OCT yrl

Cross Traffic (Unbridled's Song), Spendthrift Farm, $12,500

89 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

5-Churchill Downs, Msw 5 1/2fT, MADS, 8-1

$24,000 RNA KEE JAN yrl; $35,000 KEE SEP yrl

 

Fed Biz (Giant's Causeway), WinStar Farm, $12,500

103 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

3-Santa Anita, Msw 5f, BIZWHACKS, 5-1

$105,000 KEE SEP yrl; $200,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Magician (IRE) (Galileo {Ire}), Ashford Stud, $12,500

78 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

5-Churchill Downs, Msw 5 1/2fT, MR. SARCASTIC, 12-1

 

No Nay Never (Scat Daddy), Coolmore Stud, $20,000

89 foals of racing age/7 winners/1 black-type winner

5-Churchill Downs, Msw 5 1/2fT, NO WAY NEVER (IRE), 5-2

 

Real Solution (Kitten's Joy), Blue Star Racing, $12,500

40 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

5-Churchill Downs, Msw 5 1/2fT, REAL MONEY, 3-1

$32,000 KEE SEP yrl; $675,000 OBS MAR 2yo

Shakin It Up (Midnight Lute), Spendthrift Farm, $10,000

64 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

3-Santa Anita, Msw 5f, STIRRED, 6-1

$52,000 KEE JAN yrl; $150,000 OBS MAR 2yo

 

Strong Mandate (Tiznow), Three Chimneys Farm, $10,000

82 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

8-Canterbury, Msw 5f, DIGGER HEELS IN, 5-2

 

Verrazano (More Than Ready), Ashford Stud, $22,500

135 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

5-Churchill Downs, Msw 5 1/2fT, MYHOTRODLINCOLN, 2-1

$65,000 KEE SEP yrl

SECOND-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: THURSDAY, JUNE 21

Justin Phillip (First Samurai), Castleton Lyons, $12,500

124 foals of racing age/27 winners/1 black-type winner

5-Delaware, Msw 5 1/2f, BACCARAT DREAM, 6-1

$37,000 RNA KEE NOV wnl; $45,000 SAR AUG yrl; $10,000 EAS

MAY 2yo

 

Shanghai Bobby (Harlan's Holiday), Ashford Stud, $15,000

238 foals of racing age/35 winners/3 black-type winners

3-Santa Anita, Msw 5f, PORTAL CREEK, 20-1

$22,000 KEE SEP yrl

 

Treasure Beach (GB) (Galileo {Ire}), Pleasant Acres Stallions, $10,000

129 foals of racing age/22 winners/0 black-type winners

3-Delaware, Msw 5f, STREET TREASURE, 8-1

$5,000 OBS MAR 2yo

Peach of a Gal (Curlin) upsets the 
Christiana S. at Delaware

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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STAKES RESULTS:

HOOSIER BREEDERS SOPHOMORE S., $105,650, Indiana Grand,

6-20, (S), 3yo, f, 1 1/16m, 1:44.67, ft.

1--BLACK NOVA, 115, f, 3, by Holiday Promise--Spousal

   Privilege, by Successful Appeal.

   1ST BLACK TYPE WIN. O/T-Ronald G. Brown; B-Crystal Chapple

   (IN); J-Fernando De La Cruz. $60,854. Lifetime Record: 9-1-1-3,

   $79,664.

2--Flurry, 124, f, 3, Old Fashioned--Dreamin Big, by Pure Prize.

   O-Penny S. Lauer; B-Michael E. & Penny S. Lauer (IN);

   T-Michael E. Lauer. $20,285. 

3--Obsolete, 119, f, 3, Old Fashioned--Prize Winner, by Pure

   Prize. O-Penny S. Lauer; B-Michael E. & Penny S. Lauer (IN);

   T-Michael E. Lauer. $11,157. 

Margins: HF, 2 3/4, 9 3/4. Odds: 76.70, 0.50, 6.60.

HOOSIER BREEDERS SOPHOMORE S., $103,400, Indiana Grand,

6-20, (S), 3yo, 1 1/16m, 1:43.36, ft.

1--HOLD ON ANGEL, 117, c, 3, by Hold Me Back--Angel's

   Royalty, by Mesopotamia. ($4,500 RNA Ylg '16 FTKOCT). 

   1ST BLACK TYPE WIN. O-Clabar Mor Stables LLC & Haran

   Thoroughbreds LLC; B-Walter T. Bates (IN); T-John Haran;

   J-Rodney A. Prescott. $62,040. Lifetime Record: 12-2-4-0,

   $100,217.

2--Sir Brogan, 116, g, 3, Country Day--Flatter Me Fiona, by

   Flatter. O-Sharon E. Baker; B-Steven West & Sharon E. Baker

   (IN); T-Aaron M. West. $20,680. 

3--Redyornothereicome, 119, g, 3, Ready's Image--Mizzen My

   Momma, by Mizzen Mast. O-Penny S. Lauer; B-Penny S. &

   Michael E. Lauer (IN); T-Michael E. Lauer. $11,374. 

Margins: 5HF, 1 1/4, 5HF. Odds: 13.40, 3.90, 3.80.

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
8th-Belmont, $85,000, (C)/Opt. Clm ($80,000), 6-20, 3yo/up,
f/m, 6fT, 1:07.54, fm.
JC'S SHOOTING STAR (m, 6, Miracle Man--American Passage,
by Quiet American) Lifetime Record: SW, 36-5-8-8, $525,956.
O-Shooting Star Stable; B-Miracle Man Racing Partners LLC (NY);
T-David G. Donk. *1/2 to Jcs American Dream (Catienus), SP,
$385,900. 

7th-Delaware, $38,050, (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($16,000), 6-20,
3yo/up, 1m, 1:38.35, ft.
BELTWAY (g, 4, Bellamy Road--Midway Holiday {GSP,
$115,110}, by Harlan's Holiday) Lifetime Record: 16-4-1-2,
$79,053. O-G.L.A. Stable, LLC; B-BAN Partners (KY); T-Victor
Carrasco, Jr. *$32,000 Ylg '15 KEESEP.

3rd-Indiana Grand, $35,500, (S), 6-20, (NW2L), 3yo/up, 5 1/2f,
1:04.79, ft.
PENTIMENTO (g, 5, Action This Day--Bcn U, by Formal Gold)
Lifetime Record: 6-2-1-0, $53,800. O-Absolute Farm; B-Kathy J
Zambos & Gayle B Gerth Trust (IN); T-Genaro Garcia. 

7th-Thistledown, $31,800, (S), 6-20, (NW2L), 3yo/up, f/m, 1m
70y, 1:45.70, gd.
DISTINCTIVE FLOWER (f, 3, Flower Alley--Real Distinctive, by
With Distinction) Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-0, $37,380. O/B-Lowell
F. Allen & W. John Bourke (OH); T-W. John Bourke.

3rd-Thistledown, $28,000, 6-20, (NW2X), 3yo/up, f/m, 1m,

1:39.08, gd.

MASTIC (m, 6, Harlington--Mosaic, by Storm Cat) Lifetime

Record: 47-13-10-5, $298,740. O-Holly Delaney; B-Eugene

Melnyk (ON); T-Richard Zielinski. *$4,000 2yo '14 FTKHRA.

6th-Finger Lakes, $26,000, (S), 6-20, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:11.76, ft.

FROSTY MARGARITA (m, 5, Frost Giant--Mango Margarita, by

Not For Love) Lifetime Record: MSW, 28-7-6-2, $540,456.

O/B-Gabrielle Farm (NY); T-Rudy R. Rodriguez.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Zabava, f, 2, Skipshot--Clifton Bay, by Gone West. Indiana

   Grand, 6-20, 7 1/2fT, 1:32.19. B-Mikhail Yanakov (KY).

Segment, f, 3, Algorithms--Detach, by Unbridled. Louisiana

   Downs, 6-20, 6 1/2f, 1:18.28. B-Adele B. Dilschneider (KY).

   *1/2 to Apart (Flatter), MGSW & GISP, $735,360; and Unlatch

   (Horse Chestnut {SAf}), SW, $127,030.

It's Hot Out, c, 3, Bluegrass Cat--Its Tuesday, by Take Me Out.

   Belmont, 6-20, (S), 6f, 1:11.45. B-Wachtel Stables & Preferred

   Pals Equine, LLC (NY).

Mind Bottling, c, 3, Overanalyze--Spooked (SP), by Silver Ghost.

   Indiana Grand, 6-20, (S), 5 1/2f, 1:04.47. B-Tommy Wente &

   Julie Rini (IN). *$26,000 Ylg '16 OBSWIN; $25,000 RNA Ylg '16

   OBSAUG.

                                                               

                                                               

Broken and Trained by Tristan & Valery de Meric

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

SELECT SALES Graduate...Exceeding Expectations

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Algorithms&log=#tot
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Overanalyze&log=#tot
http://www.winstarfarm.com/winnetwork.html
http://www.taylormadeadvantage.com/
http://www.newcastlefarm.com/
http://selectsalesagency.com/
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Be Gone Daddy, g, 3, Scat Daddy--Sister Kate (MSW, $282,186),

   by Benchmark. Belmont, 6-20, (C), 6fT, 1:08.54. B-Huntington

   Stud Farm Corp. (ON). *$130,000 Wlg '15 KEENOV; $190,000

   RNA Ylg '16 KEESEP.

Nims, g, 4, Colonel John--Western Pleaser (SP, $144,071), by

   Crowd Pleaser. Presque Isle Downs, 6-19, 1m (AWT), 1:39.23.

   B-William L. Pape (PA).

Black Justice, g, 4, Orthodox--Jenny'star, by It's No Joke.

   Evangeline Downs, 6-20, 5f (off turf), :59.29. B-Benard K.

   Chatters (LA).

Toyshop, g, 5, Alphabet Soup--Haunted Honeymoon, by Eastern

   Echo. Finger Lakes, 6-20, 1m 70y, 1:47.22. B-Valerie Kay

   Morrison (NY).

ACTION THIS DAY, Pentimento, g, 5, o/o Bcn U, by Formal Gold.

ALW, 6-20, Indiana Grand

ALGORITHMS, Segment, f, 3, o/o Detach, by Unbridled. MSW,

6-20, Louisiana Downs

ALPHABET SOUP, Toyshop, g, 5, o/o Haunted Honeymoon, by

Eastern Echo. MSW, 6-20, Finger Lakes

BELLAMY ROAD, Beltway, g, 4, o/o Midway Holiday, by Harlan's

Holiday. AOC, 6-20, Delaware

BLUEGRASS CAT, It's Hot Out, c, 3, o/o Its Tuesday, by Take Me

Out. MSW, 6-20, Belmont

COLONEL JOHN, Nims, g, 4, o/o Western Pleaser, by Crowd

Pleaser. MSW, 6-19, Presque Isle Downs

CURLIN, Peach of a Gal, f, 3, o/o Richetta, by Polish Numbers.

Christiana S., 6-20, Delaware

FLOWER ALLEY, Distinctive Flower, f, 3, o/o Real Distinctive, by

With Distinction. ALW, 6-20, Thistledown

FROST GIANT, Frosty Margarita, m, 5, o/o Mango Margarita, by

Not For Love. ALW, 6-20, Finger Lakes

HARLINGTON, Mastic, m, 6, o/o Mosaic, by Storm Cat. ALW,

6-20, Thistledown

HOLD ME BACK, Hold On Angel, c, 3, o/o Angel's Royalty, by

Mesopotamia. Hoosier Breeders Sophomore S., 6-20, Indiana

Grand

HOLIDAY PROMISE, Black Nova, f, 3, o/o Spousal Privilege, by

Successful Appeal. Hoosier Breeders Sophomore S., 6-20,

Indiana Grand

JIMMY CREED, Creedibility, f, 2, o/o Gold Dust Lady, by Chapel

Royal. MSW, 6-20, Delaware

MIRACLE MAN, Jc's Shooting Star, m, 6, o/o American Passage,

by Quiet American. AOC, 6-20, Belmont

MORE THAN READY, More Than a Saint, c, 3, o/o St Francis

Wood, by Irish River (Fr). MSW, 6-20, Belmont

ORTHODOX, Black Justice, g, 4, o/o Jenny'star, by It's No Joke.

MSW, 6-20, Evangeline

OVERANALYZE, Mind Bottling, c, 3, o/o Spooked, by Silver

Ghost. MSW, 6-20, Indiana Grand

SCAT DADDY, Be Gone Daddy, g, 3, o/o Sister Kate, by

Benchmark. MCL, 6-20, Belmont

SKIPSHOT, Zabava, f, 2, o/o Clifton Bay, by Gone West. MSW,

6-20, Indiana Grand

STROLL, Watch Her Strut, f, 3, o/o Countess Scala, by Fusaichi

Pegasus. MSW, 6-20, Presque Isle Downs
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